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Lord, Thou hast willed, and I execute.

A new light breaks upon the earth,

A new world is born.

The things that were promised are fulfilled.
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THE COMING OF OLD AGE

(BASED ON SOME WORDS OF THE MOTHER)

THE coming of old age is due to two suggestions. First, the general collective
suggestion-people telling you that you are getting old and can't do one thing
or another. There is also the individual suggestion which keeps repeating,
"I am getting old, I mustn't attempt this or that."

The truth is quite different. Before thirty, the energy goes out ma spend
thrift way because of the play of rmpulses. After thirty, there is a settling
down and one is expected to have a plenitude of energy. At fifty, blossoming
begms. At eighty, one becomes capable of full production.

1947
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THE UNPUBLISHED LETTERS OF SRI AUROBINDO

16th April, 1923,
"Arya" Office,
Pondicherry.

As regards JM, the most notable thing in his photograph is the strong sym
metry between the two sides of his face centred m the dissimilarity of the two
eyes. Tlus is always a sign of two sides in the nature which have not been
harmorused and urufied-one side perhaps of faith and devotion and another
of a critical and negative mind or one s1de drawn to higher things and the
other held down by the earth nature. This is likely to create a great dis
advantage and difficulties in the earlier part of the Sadhana, for it remains even
though the disparity may be suppressed by the mental effort, but once the
balance or unification can be created there is a compensatmg advantage by
the combination of two strong elements both necessary to completeness. The
Sadhana he has been doing seems to have been mainly of a preliminary mental
and vital (psychological) purification and preparation of a very sound character
but what is still lacking is a positrve spiritual s1de to the Sadhana. However
the clearing of the system seems to have gone far enough for him to have had
at least glimpses of psycho-spiritual experiences and a promise even of the
supramental awaiting 1ts tme for manifestation. I shall, 1f I can make time,
write separately my comments on his experiences and if he understands and
follows he may proceed more rapidly in his Sadhana.

***
16th June, 1923.

I have read the record of JM's experiences. It appears from it that he has
made the right start to a certamn extent and has been able to establish the begm
ning of a mental calm and some kind of psych1c opening but neither of these
has as yet been able to go very far. The reason probably is that he has done
everything by a strong mental control and forcible stilling of the mind and
emotional and vital movements, but has not yet established the true spiritual
calm which can only come by experience of or surrender to the higher being
above the mind. It is this that he has to get in order to make a foundation
for a more substantial progress.

I. He is right in thinking that an inner calm and silence must be the founda
tion, not only of external work but of all mner and outer activities. But the
qmetmg of the mind in a mental silence or inactivity, although often useful as
a first step, is not sufficient. The mental calm must be changed first into a
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THE UNPUBLISHED LETTERS OF SRI AUROBINDO 7

deeper spiritual peace, Shanti, and then into the supramental calm and silence
vull of the higher hght and strength and Ananda. Moreover, the quieting of
the mind only 1s not enough. The vital and physical consciousness have to
be opened up and the same foundation established there. Also the spirit
of devotion of which he speaks must be not merely a mental feeling but an
aspiration of the deeper heart and will to the truth above, that the being may
rise up into it and that it may descend and govern all the activities.

2. The void he feels in the mind is often a necessary condition for the
clearmg of it from its ordinary movements so that it may open to a higher
consciousness and a new experience, but in 1tself 1t 1s merely negative, a mental
calm without anything positive in it and, if one stops there, then the dullness
and inertia of which he complains must come. What he needs is, in the void
and silence of the mind, to open himself to, to wait or to call for, the action
of the higher power, light and peace from above the mind.

3. The survival of the evl habits mn sleep 1s easily explained and is a thing
of common experience. It is a known psychological law that whatever is
suppressed in the conscious mind remains in the subconscient bemg and
recurs either in the waking state when the control is removed or else in sleep.
Mental control by itself cannot eradicate anything entirely out of the being.
The subconscient in the ordinary man includes the larger part of the vital being
and the physical mmnd and also the secret body-consciousness. In order to make
a true and complete change, one has to make all these conscious, to see clearly
what is sttll there and to reject them from one layer after another till they have
been entirely thrown out from the personal existence. Even then, they may
remain and come back on the being from the surrounding universal forces and
it is only when no part of the consciousness makes any response to these forces
of the lower plane that the victory and transformation are absolutely complete.

4. His experience that whenever he gains a conquest in the mental plane
th forces of past Karma-that is to say, really of the old nature,-come back
upon him with a double vigour is agamn a common experience. The psycho
logical explanation is to be found m the preceding paragraph. All attempt
at transformation of the being is a fight with universal forces which have long
been m possession and it is vam to expect that they will give up the struggle
at the first defeat. As long as they can, they seek to retain possession and even
when they are cast out they will, as long as there is any chance of response in
the conscious or subconscious being, try to recur and regain their hold. It is
no use being discouraged by these attacks. What has to be done is to see that
they are made more and more external and all assent refused unttl they weaken
and fade away. Not only the Chitta and Buddhi must refuse consent but also
the lower parts of the bemg, the vital and physico-vital, the physical mind and
the body consciousness.

5. The defect of the receiving mind and the discriminating Buddhi spoken
of are general defects of the intellect and cannot be entirely got rid of so long as
the intellectual action is not replaced by a higher supra-intellectual action
and finally by the harmonising light of the supramental being.

Next as regards the psychic experiences. The region of glory felt in the
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crown of the head is simply the touch or reflection of the supramental sunlight
on the higher part of the mind. The whole mmd and being must open to this
hght and it must descend and fill the whole system. The hghtnmg and the
electric currents are the (Vadyut@) Agni force of the supramental sun touchmg
and trying to pour into the body. The other signs are promises of the future
psychic and other experiences. But none of these things can establish them
selves until the opening to the higter force has been made. The mental Yoga
can only be a preparation for this truer starting point.

What I have said is merely an explanation of these experiences but it seems
to me that he has advanced far enough to make a foundation for the beginning of
the higher Yoga. If he wishes to do that he must replace his mental control by a
belief in and a surrender to the Supreme Presence and Force above the mind,
an aspiration in the heart and a will in the higher mind to the supreme truth
and the transformation of the whole conscious being by its descent and power.
He must, in his meditation, open himself silently to it and call down first a deeper
calm and stlence, next the strength from above working in the whole system
and last the higher glory of which he had a glimpse pouring through his whole
being and illuminating it with the divine truth-movement.



TALKS WITH SRI AUROBINDO

(These talks are from the Note-books of Dr. Nirodbaran who used
to record most of the conversations whch Sri Aurobndo had wth hs
attendants and afew others, after the accdent to hs rght leg inNovember
1938. Besides the recorder, the attendants were : Dr. Manilal, Dr.
Becherlal, Purani, Champaklal, Dr. Satyendra and Mulshanker.
As the Notes were not seen by Sri Aurobindo himself, the responsbilty
for the Master's words rests entirely with Nirodbaran. He does not
vouch for absolute accuracy, but he has tried his best to reproduce them
faithfully. He has made the same attempt for the speeches of the others.

This is the twenty-seventh instalment n the new Seres whch,
except on two occasions, has fallowed a chronological order and begun
at the very begmmng. The four earliest talks, after Sri Aurobindo's
accident, appeared in Mother India 1952.)

JANUARY 26, 1939

P: Barcelona is going ! The French people are waking up at the eleventh
hour.

SRI AUR0BIND0 : Yes.'Democracies are not showing much courage at
present at any rate.

S : It seems political ideas are not worth fighting for. Today one fights
for democracy, tomorrow for monarchy or dictatorship.

SRI AUR0BIND0 : Quite so. All human values are half-values. They are
relative. They have no permanence or durability in them.

S : Perhaps if men became more mentalsed they would understand
better.

SRI AUR0BIND0 : Mentalsed ? No ! The difficulty is that they don't
follow the principles of life.

S : How is that ?
SRI AUR0BIND0 : Life compromises between different elements but mind

acting on its own doesn't. MInd takes up one thing and makes it absolute, con
s1ders 1t as apart from and opposed to all other things and sets it above all. Hegel
boasted that 1n Europe they had succeeded in separatmg reason from life-and
you see what their philosophy has become. It has nothmg to do with hfe
it is all intellectual gymnastics, without formmg a part of livmg reality. On the
contrary, 1 Ind1a philosophy has always been a part oflife; it had an arm to rea
lse everything. So mn the political philosophy of the West you find that if they
accept democracy, it is only democracy; all the rest is set over against it. If they
take to monarchy, then monarchy is all in all. The same thing happened 1n
ancient Greece. They fought for democracy, aristocracy, monarchy-and in the
end they were conquered by the Romans.

S : Then what is the truth m all these attempts at political organisation ?
9



IO MOTHER INDIA

SRI AUR0BIND0 : If you want to arrive at something true and lasting, you
have to look at life and learn from it : that is to say, learn the nature ofthe oppo
sitions and contradictions and then reconcile them. As regards government,
life shows that there is a truth in monarchy whether hereditary or elective. In
other words, there is a man at the top who governs. Life shows also that there
is a truth in aristocracy whether ofstrong men or rIch men or intellectuals. The
fiction is that it is the majority that rules, but the fact is that it is the mmonty,
the aristocracy. Life shows again that the rule ofthe monarch or the aristocrats
should be with the consent-s1lent or vocal-of the people. In addition, life
shows that there is a Vaishya class (the merchants, the industrialists). This class
too has a play in government.

In ancient India the truth of these things was recognised. That is why
India has lasted through millenniums-and Chma also.

Englishpolitics is successful because the English have always found one man
or two who had the power to lead the minority that is the ruling class. During
the Victorian period, 1t was either Gladstone or DIsrael. And even when one
party changes, the one that comes into power does not follow radically a changed
polcy. It continues the same policy with a slght mod1fcaton.

In France no government lasts. Sometumes it changes within a few days.
The new government becomes the repetition of the one it replaces. Blum is
the only man who wanted to do something radical and he was knocked out.

P : Have you seen X's statement ?
SRI AUR0BIND0 : Yes. He seems to have a queer logic. Because the

rightists have a majority, he says that the president should be elected from the
leftists ! And there is also no sense in his saying, "We will fight the govern
ment to the end." When there is a revolution, there can be no compromise.
But once you have accepted a compromise, what meaning is there in such a
statement ? One has to work out things on the basis of what one has gained.
Satyamurti's 1dea of federatuon seems all rght to me. If the States people
are given seats in the Centre and if Government exercises no veto in the
provinces, then it is practically Home Rule.

P: The Viceroy's long stay at Bombay seems significant. I think there is
something behind. He perhaps wants to make Dr. Kher or Rajagopalachariar
head of the Central Assembly in a Federation.

SRI AUR0BIND0 : IS that so? Dr. Kher seems to be a very able man. He
appears to have escaped the "socialist trap".

p : Vallabhbhai Patel is terribly anti-socialist. He crushed the Socialists
at Baroda.

SRI AUR0BIND0 : These socialists don't know what Socialism is.
P: There were very humorous speeches 1n the SInd Assembly. The

Muslim League has been exposed.
SRI AUR0BIND0 : Yes. The SInd Premier--I always forget his name

strikes me as a strong man. He stands up for his ideas at the risk ofunpopu
larity. That means some strenght. The Sid Muslms were anxious to join
the Congress. The Congress should try to do something to make a coalition
there.
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The Congress ministry is successful almost everywhere. That shows the
capacity to govern if the powers are given.

N : Only Bengal and the Punjab remain now under the Muslim League.
SRI AUR0BINDO : The Muslim League is not so strong m Bengal, for there

is the Praja Party. And in the Punjab, Sikander Hyat Khan looks like an
able man. Only in the United Provinces the Muslim League seems strong.
If the Congress could win in Smnd, then the Bengal and Punjab Premiers will
stand on two sides of India and make faces at each other.

N: I wonder how Fazlul Huq could become a Premier. Nazmmddin
appears to be more capable.

SRI AUR0BIND0 : Nazimuddhin can't make a popular figure.
P : Gandhi has definitely said that any comprormse with the Muslim

League is impossible now.
SRI AUR0BIND0 : I don't understand why the Congress opened negot1a

tions with the League. The League has been given undue importance. How
is it that the Congress 1s so weak in the Punjab ?

P: Because of the Socialists and the Old Group.
The Jaipur affair is starting again. Bajaj 1s gomg to offer Satyagraha and

Gandhi is giving his approval.
SRI AUR0BIND0 : Since he is a Congressman I suppose the Congress will

have to back him. If the states people get power, the Princes will have no
work except to sign papers and shoot animals. The Gaekwar will have to
stop making buildings.

N : Where will they shoot animals ? The forests are being destroyed
nowadays.

SRI AUR0BIND0 : Forests have to be preserved. Otherwise an1mals will
become extinct. China has lost_her forests and there is a flood every year.

N : There are so many Maharajas, Chiefs, Nawabs, rulers dotting India
all over.

SRI AUR0BIND0 : Germany was like that at one time. Napoleon swept
away one half and Hitler the other half-not Hitler exactly but the post-war
period. Japan also had the same thing, but the princes voluntarly abdicated
their powers and titles for the sake of duty-duty to their country.

N: How far back m history do the Japanese rulers go ?
SRI AUR0BIND0 : The Mikado claims to be a descendant of the Goddess

of the sun. The Mikado named Magi used to believe like that and feel the
inspiration dong whatever was necessary.

There are two types of men in Japan. One is tall, with a long nose and
finely cut aristocratc face. These people were the 'Inau" that came from
Australia and Polynesia. It was they who gave the Samurai culture to Japan.
I met at Tagore's place one of this type : he had magnificent features. The
second type is the usual Mongol type. They haven't a particularly
handsome face.

(P now brought in the question of the Dictator and traced Hitler's genealogy,
as it were.)

P: The Dictator's psychology is centred in the Authority-complex. And
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people feel they are great and Hitler is fighting for them, not they are fighting
for Hatler. The Dictators also find a competitor in God and religion.

SRI AUR0BIND0 : But Mussolini didn't, though Mustapha Kamal did.
Mussolim has, on the contrary, given more powers to the Pope and the Vatican.
He has recogmsed the Roman Catholic Church as the State relig10n.

P : I read somewhere that Kamal in one of ms drinking moods slapped
an Egyptian because he came to the party with a Fez on.

SRI AUR0BIND0 : You haven't heard the story of the journalist ?
P: No.
SRI AUR0BIND0 : Well, a young journalist criticised the government of

Turkey, saymg that Turkey was governed by a number of drunkards. Kamal
came to know about it and sent mm an mvitation to dmner. After the dinner
was over, Kamal saud, "Young man, you have written that Turkey 1s governed
by a number of drunkards. It is not a number of drunkards but just one
drunkard."

P: Kamal at one time tried to play off Italy against Russia.
SRI AUR0BIND0 : But Russ1a has all along helped Turkey.
P : Stalin, in order to enforce collectivisation starved the Ukraine to

death because the Ukramn1ans didn't pay their dues. He said, "Once we
submit to the peasants, they will catch hold of us."

SRI AUR0BIND0 : That is what happens when Socialism comes. Commu
nism-the system of Communes-is quite a different thing. If they had
been successful in carrying out the origmal idea of the Soviet, it would have
been a great success. Mussolini at the beginnmg tried to form a corporate
State but he gave 1t up.

P: In Ahmedabad the socialists didn't succeed in breaking the Trade
Unions. The Indian agriculturists won't have them.

SRI AUR0BIND0 : Socialism has no chance with the Indian peasant. He
will side with you so long as you promise hum land and want to end the land
lord system. But once he has got the land, no more of Socialism. Commu
n1sm 1s another thing. In Socialism you have the State wmch intervenes at
every step with its officials who rob you of money.

N : They know the Government machinery and so manipulate it as to
keep power in their own hands.

SRI AUR0BIND0 : Yes, it is the State Bureaucracy that dictates its policy
irrespective of the good of the commune ; while mn Commun1sm the land 1s
held as the common property of the whole unrt and each one in it is entitled to
labour and have ms share from the produce.

In our country they had a kind of Communism in the villages. The whole
country was lke a big family and the lowest had hus right as a member of the
family. The washerman, the carpenter, the blacksmith, all got what they
wanted.

Each such commune can be independent and many such communes can
be scattered all over the country and combine or coordinate their activities for
a common purpose.



ANDAL, THE VAISHNAVA POETESS

(First publshed in May, 1915, in Sr Aurobindo's phlosophical
monthly, "Arya".)

PREOCCUPIED from the earliest times with divine knowledge and religious
aspiration the Indian mind has turned all forms of human life and emotion and
all the phenomena of the universe into symbols and means by which the em
bodied soul may strive after and grasp the Supreme. Indian devotion has espe
cially seized upon the most intimate human relations and made them stepping
stones to the suprahuman. God the Guru, God the Master, God the Friend,
God the Mother, God the Child, God the Self, each of these experiences-for
to us they are more than merely ideas,-it has carried to its extreme poss1bi
lities. But none of them has it pursued, embraced, sung with a more exultant
passion of mtimate realisauon than the yearning for God the Lover, God the
Beloved. It would seem as if this passionate human symbol were the natural
culminating-point for the mounting flame of the soul's devotion : for it is found
wherever that devotion has entered into the most secret shrine of the inner
temple. We meet it in Islamic poetry; certain experiences of the Christian mys
tics repeat the forms and images with which we are familiar in the East, but
usually with a certain timorousness foreign to the Eastern temperament. For the
devotee who has once had this intense experience it is that which adrmts to the
most profound and hidden mystery of the universe; for him the heart has the
key of the last secret.

The work of a great Bengali poet has recently reintroduced this idea to the
European mind, which has so much lost the memory of its old religious tradi
tions as to welcome and wonder at it as a novel form of mystic self-expression.
On the contrary it is ancient enough, hke all things natural and eternal in the
human soul. In Bengal a whole period of national poetry has been dominated
by this single strain and it has inspired a religion and a philosophy. And in the
Vaishnavism of the far South, in the songs of the Tamil Alwars we find it again
in another form, giving a powerful and original tum to the images of our old
classic poetry; for there it has been sung out by the rapt heart of a woman to
the Heart of the Universe.

The Tamil word, Alwar, means one who has drowned, lost himself in the
sea of the divine being. Among these canonised saints of Southern Vaishnavism
ranks Vishnuchitta, Yogin and poet, of Vllipattan in the land of the Pandyas.
He is termed Perialwar, the great Alwar. A tradition, which we need not believe,
places him in the ninety-eighth year of the Kaliyuga. But these divine singers
are ancient enough, since they precede the great saint and philosopher Rama
nuja whose personality and teaching were the last flower of the long-growing

13



14 MOTHER INDIA

Vaishnava tradition. Since his time Southern Vaishnavism has been a fixed
creed and a system rather than a creator of new spiritual greatnesses.

The poetess Anda! was the foster-daughter of Vishnuchitta, found by
him, it is said, a new-born child under the sacred Tulsi-plant. We know little
of Anda! except what we ca gather from a few legends, some of them richly
beautiful and symbolic. Most of Vishnuchitta's poems have the infancy and
boyhood of Krishna for their subject. Andal, brought up in that atmosphere,
cast into the mould of her life what her foster-father had sung in inspired hymns.
Her own poetry-we may suppose that she passed early into the Light towards
which she yearned, for it is small in bulk,s entirely occupied with her passion
for the divine Being. It is said that she went through a symbolic marriage
with Sri Ranganatha, Vishnu in ms temple at Srirangam, and disappeared into
the image of her Lord. This tradition probably conceals some actual fact, for
Andal's marriage with the Lord is still celebrated annually with considerable
pomp and ceremony.

We give below a translation of three of Andal's poems.

TO THE CUCKOO

0 Cuckoo that peckest at the blossomed flower of honey-dripping champaka
and, inebriate, pipest forth the melodious notes, be seated in thy ease and with
thy babblings, which are yet no babblings, call out for the coming of my Lord
of the Venkata hll. For He, the pure one, bearing in his left hand the white
summoning conch shows me not ms form. But He has invaded my heart; and
while I pine and sigh for his love, He looks on indifferent as if it were all a play.

I feel as ifmy bones had melted away and my long javelin eyes have not
closed their lids for these many days. I am tossed on the waves of the sea ofpam
without finding the boat that is named the Lord of highest realm. Even thou
must know, 0 Cuckoo, the pain we feel when we are parted from those whom
we love. He whose pennon bears the emblem of the golden eagle, call out for
his coming, 0 bird.

I am a slave of Him whose stride has measured the worlds. And now be
cause He is harsh to me, how strange that this southwind and these moonbeams
should tear my flesh, enfeebling me. But thou, 0 Cuckoo, that ever livest in
this garden of mine, it is not meet that thou shouldst pain me also. Indeed I
shall drive thee out if He who reposes on the waters of life come not to me by
thy songs today.
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I DREAMED A DREAM

5

I dreamed a dream, 0 friend.
The wedding was fixed for the morrow. And He, the Lion, Madhava, the

young Bull whom they call the master of radiances, He came into the hall of
wedding decorated with luxuriant palms.

I dreamed a dream, 0 friend.
And the throng of the Gods was there with Indra, the Mind Divine, at

their head. And in the shrine they declared me bride and clad me in a new robe
of affirmation. And Inner Force is the name of the goddess who adornedme with
the garland of the wedding.

I dreamed a dream, 0 friend.
There were beatings of the drum and blowings of the conch; and under

the canopy hung heavily with strings of pearls He came, my lover and my
lord, the vanquisher of the demon Madhu and grasped me by the hand.

I dreamed a dream, 0 friend.
Those whose voices are blest, they sang the Vedic songs. The holy grass

was laid. The sun was established. And He who was puissant like a war
elephant in its rage, He seized my hand and we paced round the Flame.

YE OTHERS

Ye others cannot conceive of the love that I bear to Krishna. And your
warnings to me are vain like the pleadings of the deaf and mute. The Boy who
left hs mother's home and was reared by a different mother,Oh take me
forth to his city of Mathura where He won the field without fighting the battle;
and leave me there.

Of no further avail is modesty. For all the neighbours have known of this
folly. Would ye really heal me of this aling and restore me to my pristine state?
Thenknow ye this illness wtll go if I see Him, the maker of illusions, the youthful
one who measured the worlds. Should you really wish to save me, then take
me forth to hus home in the hamlet of cowherds; and leave me there.

The rumour is already spread over the land that I fled with Him and went
the lonely way, leaving all of you behind-my parents, relations and friends.
The tongue of scandal ye can hardly silence now. And He, the deceiver, is
haunting me with his forms. Oh, take me forth at midnight to the door of the
Cowherd named Bhss who owns this son, the maker of havoc, this mocker, this
pitiless player; and leave me there,
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Oh, grieve not ye, my mothers. Others know little of this strange malady
of mine. He whose hue is that of the blue sea, a certain youth called Krishna
-the gentle caress of his hand can heal me, for his Yoga is sure and proved.

On the bank of the waters he ascended the kadamba tree and he leaped to
his dance on the hood of the snake, the dance that killed the snake. Oh take me
forth to the bank of that lake; and leave me there.

There is a parrot here in thus cage of mine that ever calls out his name,
saying, 'Govinda, Govinda.' In anger I chide it and refuse to feed it. 'O Thou,'
it then cnes, in its highest pitch, 'O Thou who hast measured the worlds.'
I tell you, my people, 1f ye really would avoid the top of scandal in all this wide
country, if stull ye would guard your weal and your good fame, then take me forth
to his city of Dwaraka of high mansions and decorated turrets; and leave me
there.



OLD LONG SINCE

I DO not quite remember after how many days I next saw Sri Aurobindo. I
think it was after ten or fifteen days. The second time also it was Bejoykanta
whom I asked as to when I could see Sri Aurobindo. He said he could give a
reply only after asking SriAurobindo. On the fourth or fifth day, he toldme one
morning that I could see Sri Aurobindo the same evening. When I requested
him to take me to Sri Aurobindo that very evening he thought for a little while
and sad rather hesitatingly, "All rght." The hesitation was natural because
he could not readily consent to my request wIthout having asked SrAurob1ndo
first. But, as he had a firm belief that Sri Aurobindo would not say "No", he
replied, "AII nght."

That everung as soon as the school was over I hastened to Sri Aurobindo's
house like an arrow flying from the bow. It might be five-fifteen. Bejoykanta
was wa1tmg forme. He was in uniform ready to go out for football at Odeonsale.
As I reached there he took me up straight to Sn Aurobindo's room and without
a moment's delay started for Odonsale.

I saw Sri Aurobmndo the second time thus :
He was in his room seated in a wooden chair beside a table, writing some

thing in a book, facig west. He moved his book a little, faced south and
welcomed us both with a gleam of kindness m his eyes. I looked at him and
when after a mmute I turned I found Bejoykanta wc:s no longer by my side.

He and I alone ! None else ! Solitude ! Seated he kept on looking at me
and I too drowned myself1 hIs sacred look.

In those days I could not speak English well. With Bejoykanta I had to
talk in English. Ee struggled to speak Tamil. His knowledge of Tamil was,
however, confined to a few words like "rice, salt, chili, tamarind, pulse," some
names of vegetables A few verbs in addition such as "come, go, take" he had
picked up for his purpose. He employed these for all purposes while instructing
the cook to make purchases. I saw hmm manage other needful things by gestures.

I endeavoured to speak in English with Sri Aurobindo as I used to do with
Bejoykanta. At that tune even one or two English words that I knew well would
get stuck in my throat. With an herculean effort I could just say :

"I want come daily see you P??
This I struggled to finish with bated breath. I was able at that time to

read and understand short stories written in easy English. But I had no habit
of speaking English. I could follow others when they spoke simple sentences
in it. This reminds me ofa small experience at school. A teacher namedMariat
was appomted to teach us History and Geography. He was in charge ofgivmg
lessons on these two subjects in the Fifth and Sixth Forms. He made it binding
2 17
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on his students to speak only English and with this end in view he gave one of
us a small wooden block, about 2" thick, with the following order :

"One who holds this block of wood should be alert to pass it on to the
student who starts speaking Tamil, and he in lus turn should pass it to another
student indulging in the same habit."

In this way the habit of speaking some English grew in us. The habit of
using English, even if imperfectly, acquired in tlus way stood me in good stead
when I had to express myself to Sn Aurobindo.

He complied with that request of mine for seeing him daily and askedme to
come after five in the evening. His compliance filled my heart with joy and
I did not know then if I were on earth or in heaven.

From the very next day, I began going straight from school at 5 p.m.
to Sri Aurobindo's house to see him. Before I reached there-a little later
than five-fifteen-Sri Aurobindo would come out of his room and sit on the
west side of the southern terrace. I used to stand before him and go on talking.
I would forget then that I knew little English. Day after day I would tell hum
fluently and unwaveringly my home-story, etc., trying to make the details as
vivid and elaborate as possible. I knew no halt. In his presence my heart
would flow out like an undammed flood either out of deep love for him or
inspired by his supreme grace. It cast aside all human measures of what ought
to be said and what ought not to be said. Today I may venture to call it bhaktu.
At that time I did not know 1ts name. My heart was full to the brim with the
rasa of sweetness.

Everyday I talked with Sri Aurobindo from five-thirty to six-thirty and
returned home.

I played the role of the speaker. I poured out to him everything without
exception. He would hardly ever put in more than a word or two. In this way
days passed mto weeks, weeks into months. The feeling that, because of this
intimacy, his unfailing grace would hasten the change that had already been
takmg place m me cheered me up. Does ego possess any sight ? It is indeed
blind. I realised afterwards that his grace was equal, impartial, pure, as
constant as an eternal truth.

In a month or two, without my noticing the fact it became easy for me to
speak English. I acquired also a confidence in myself. I got into the habit
of speaking English, right or wrong. As its proof, I had only a very few
occasions to get the wooden block in the school.

One day almost in playfulness I asked Sri Aurobindo if I could stay with
him. It was probably during November or December, 1914. I had practically
prepared myself for the Matriculation examination. It was to take place in
March I9I5. The day of submitting my name and depositing the examination
fee drew near.

Instead of giving a direct answer to the above question Sri Aurobindo simply
said he expected it of me to pass the exam and make arrangements for further
stud1es.

I was at my wits' end. History I had not read attentively. Chemistry
seemed to me difficult. Mathematics was quite interesting : I had attained a
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proficiency in it. In English, though I was fairly strong, I had not reached a
high standard. So a doubt that I might not come out successful pinched my
heart.

All this apart, I had an opportunity to observe the lives led by the inmates
of Sri Aurobindo's house. I saw no trace of care and worry on anyone's face.
This was a matter of surprise to me. I had worries due to poverty, due to the
coming exam, etc. nibbling at my heart. The inmates led a care-free life.

What it was I cannot say but a small thought had taken birth in my heart.
This thought had an infinite power-I realised th1s fact much later. A tree
out of a seed !

One day I told Sri Aurobindo in passing that I wanted to practise Yoga
and I asked him to show me the way to its practice.

He put me a counter-question, "Do you know what is meant by Yoga ?"
I replied, "I don't know."
That much only. No further talk about it for a long time.
But whenever I approached Bejoykanta he would without fail raise the

subject of Yoga. By Yoga, he would say, one could fly in the air, walk over
water, remain free from death, be immune to disease, conquer old age,
etc., etc. In addition, he said finally, one could drive away all English "Ferin
ghees" from India.

Mention of these miracles, however, gave rise m me to other thoughts,
other hopes. By Yoga my family's poverty would disappear ; we would no
more have the pinch of hunger ; I could score lugh marks in the exam; I
might procure a good job, etc.

At the close of the year 1914 the question came of my going to Madras
and of my lodging there. It was decided that I should be put up inM. Srinrvas
acharr's house. His house was a big one and qurte near the temple of Partha
saratlu at Triplicane.

February, 1915.
A crucial stage arrived in my lfe. Along with this came a quietude of

mind, a constant memory of something which was fundamental.
I had not yet developed the capacity to comprehend what I might achieve

by tapasya, that for a while I had come to prepare myself here and such other
things. Even the desire to understand them had not been born in me. The
Matric exam solely occupied my mind. The thought of it, burdened with the
heavy feeling of my family's poverty, did not allow me to stand erect, depressed
my spmt and created a struggle, made me live a half-alive and half-dead life,
a hfe beset with hardships. The time then was like this.

The whole of our village had experienced failure of rains for two or three
years in success1on, resulting in a drying up of its fields and then followed
ceaseless rains for ten or fifteen days inundating the village, bringing down
and tearing to shreds a number of houses, rendering the villagers homeless
and throwmg them into utter &stress. It was a time when our stored paddy
and other grams in the granary had been consumed even before the inter
minable rams broke out. It was a time when even the cash-crop like ground
nut could not be cultivated. It was a time of dryness and barrenness for
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us and other villagers without any way out of it. And it was time I should
have to go to Madras. I was short of Rs. 9/- for the deposit. I found no way
to make up this deficit. A month of the year 1915 had already passed.

On some occasions, when I sought for Sri Aurobindo's advice for decidmg
whether I should appear in the exam or not, he always exhorted me to do so.
His purpose behind this advice and his jokes at such examinations which I
heard four or five years later when I finally joined him, I could not for long
comprehend. I may cite the case of an Andhra friend of mine to illustrate
my point. It was Chandrasekhara, and he had passed creditably the B.A.
exammation. Sri Aurobindo made him the butt of such a volley of jests for
this success in the exam that he all but wept for it.

I was at a loss to know how to procure the amount needed. Once I broached
the subject to Sri Aurobindo. I also mformed him of the approaching time
linut. The day after this talk, when I went to him, he handed over to me the
sum of Rs. 9/- and ordered me to deposit the fee. Astounded and forgetful
I stood statuelike in his presence.

In 1915 I went to Madras to sit for the examination. Back to Pondicherry
from there, I first met Sri Aurobindo and then Bharat. There being no longer
any place here to stay at, I went back home.

One part of my being was given to endearing play and prattle with my
mother ; another and greater part of it felt all bonds with my parents and
relatives loosened. It felt them as strangers only. This major part unknowingly
and imperceptibly was captured by Sri Aurobmdo. The small part enjoying
my mother's caresses and fondlings stood long in my way.

A letter from my friend Krishnamachari apprised me of my having passed
the Matriculation examination. That I had passed, even 1f not very creditably,
gave me satisfaction. I immediately started from home for Pondicherry to
convey this news to Sri Aurobindo. I put up in Bharati's house. In
Pond1cherry I stayed only for a day or two. At the time when I informed
Sri Aurobmndo of the result, he encouraged me in a way for further studies.
But I felt perplexed. If I went on studymg like this, when should I jomn Sn
Aurobindo ? This apprehension, partly perceptible to my heart and partly
imperceptible, evoked a struggle in me.

On coming back to my village, I set myself to collect all that was necessary
for higher studies-money, books, clothes, etc., etc. I had to find also a !odgmg
at Madras.

(To be continued)

AMRITA



A COMMENTARY ON THE SIXTH SUKTA OF RIGVEDA

THE theme of tlus sukta is to awaken the power of Indra with the help of hus
followers, the Maruts. Who are the Maruts ? We find in the Puranas that
Vayu (the Wind-God) in the womb ofDt (the consciousness of duality) had
been divided into forty-nine parts by the Lord Indra. As a result, the Maruts,
sub-drvisions or various forms of Wmd, came into existence. We also know that
Vayu 1s the life-energy and Indra is the divine mental being. Dt is the divided
consciousness, the source of multiplicity. Aditi means the undivided, indi
visible and infinite consciousness. When the wave of life-energy rises into the
mind and expresses itself as multiple thoughts, it turns into Maruts. In the
R1gveda the God Marut has always been invoked and worshipped along with
Indra. That is to say, without Indra, the mental being, the Maruts, the mental
faculties, have no separate existence.

1. The seat of pure mind is a chariot. The Chariot signifies movement
and it is the emblem of the spiritual journey. The spiritual adventure of the
purified mind gradually rises up. The movement of the purified mind is at
once free and vast. Division and httleness are not to be found there. It is
fully illumined by the light of knowledge. The purified mind is replete with
thought-powers, in other words, the Maruts. And it is the Maruts who help
the mmd in 1ts march towards the Goal.

2. Spiritual evolution takes place by the conjoint force of two powers.
They are nothing but the twm horses-life energies-that carry farther and
farther the power of Indra. Of the two horses one is the symbol of knowledge,
the other is that of power. The more the knowledge and the power of the
aspirant increase, the more awakes in him the spiritual mental being in all Its
virtues. And the pure thought powers or the Maruts turn the flow of knowledge
and power towards an inner spiritual discipline.

3. It is the power of pure thoughts that manifests the light of knowledge
in the darkness of ignorance. With the gradual development of such thoughts
the true mental being takes birth in the aspirant, i.e., it becomes vivid and real
to the aspirant.

4. The true nature of the pure thought-power is to reveal the mental being
by degrees. It ism the tree mental being that the real existence and nature of
a creature abide. The mental being comes more and more to the fore with the
gradual development of the perennial surge of original thoughts. The pure
thought-power when manifested presses forth a particular form of the mental
being. Then 1t merges into the heart of the aspirant and comes out from there
with a new form and truth. Thus the thought-power reveals the presiding
divine Deity of sacrificial fire and spiritual evolution. A 'name' is the manifest
power of truth, called 'numen' mn Latin. The process of sadhana does
not always follow a straight line. At times it goes into the deeper regions of con
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sciousness and emerges from there with a new truth. Hence we notice a play
of dissolution and mamfestation. The Vedic seers used to express thus the
idea: dawn follows mght and mght follows dawn, dawn then moves forward in
a never-ending succession revealing the infinite truth.

5. In the innermost recesses of consciousness, in the depth of the
night, in inert matter he hidden the rays of knowledge. The divinised
mental bemg penetrates those secret recesses in search of the rays of know
ledge imbelded, stolen and stored there and dnvcs the darkness away to
rescue the knowledge-rays symbolised by a pa1r of cows. It is the mental
being that turns the twilight of consciousness into the state of full awakemng.

6. What does actually happen when Indra reveals the knowledge-rays after
purging out ignorance and darkness ? There echoes m the occult hearmg the
concrete messages of the vast truth. And of what type are those drvmne
messages ? They are the divine existences, they follow the drvmne nature.
They infuse the aspirant with a clear and pomted mtellect which can discern
the quintessence oftruth.

7. The true mental bemng and his pure thought-powers, Indra andMaruts,
are reflected in that pure divme intellect.

8. Indra is the being of delight and knowledge and Marut is his power
manifested 1n his drvmne play. On one s1de 1s the pure mental existence, on the
other there r1se and spread the pure thoughts from that mental existence. With
their united help the spiritual sacrifice of the aspirant becomes a receptacle of
luminous fulfilment.

9. Then the truth and plemtude of all the worlds in all levels make their
appearances in the aspirant, starting from the fourth plane which is known in
the Upanishad as the asau loka (That world) down to the mental world.

IO. The process does not end here. The truth contained in the material
earth which 1s 11lummed by the mental light as well as the truth of the vital
world filled with pure enjoyment and inspiration are concretely apprehended
by the aspirant. Earth, arr, sky, that 1s to say, the vast truths of the
body, hfe and mmd that are captured by the mental bemg mamfest their divine
essence 1n the asp1rant. Indra 1s the divine mental bemng and Indra is the power
that is capable of revealing the truth.

(Concluded)
NOLINI KANTA GUPTA

(Translated by Chinmay from the orginal Bengal n
"Madhuchhandar Mantramala".)

NOTE

The remaining suktas of Madhuchhandar Mantramala also deal with
Indra. So there is hardly any necessity of commentaries. The commentaries
given from the fourth sukta to the present one will serve as an aid to make
the subsequent suktas comprehensible.



CHINK IN THE ARMOUR

IT is a matter of common experience that we are braver in dreams than m hfe.
We do things there which are beyond us in our waking state. We fly, we fight,
we do somersaults which amaze us on recollection. All that is possible because
in the dreams 1t is our vtal being that is active : we function largely in the vital
body whose resources and power are far greater than those ofour physical body.
But the dreams also reveal chinks in our armour. Things which he concealed
in our waking consciousness come up to the surface and are exposed 1n all
their nakedness.

Once in a dream I saw a huge tiger coming inmy direction. I had nothing
1n my hands to defend myselfwith and even ifI had anything I doubt if I could
make use of it, for I am a born physical coward. Spontaneously I remembered
the Mother and called Her. The beast drew back. Again it advanced; again I
called the Mother and it went back. A third time, a fourth time, it came, I
called, and the tiger withdrew. For the fifth time it started coming. Surprismgly
a doubt arose in my mind : 'Supposing my call does not work this time ! That
very moment the tiger came upon me and struck on my arm.

The next day when I narrated this to the Mother, She heard it mtently and
asked : 'Any marks left on the arm ? At times they leave a mark.' Luckily no
physical marks were left. Only my state of faith was exposed as vulnerable, to
enable me to perfect it.

PRABUDDHA



THE URGE FOR WHOLENESS

(PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS TO THE 33RD INDIAN SCIENCE CONGRESS :
SECTION OF PSYCHOLOGY AND EDUCATIONAL SCIENCE)

(Contued from Aprl)

2

AN apprecat1on of yogc experience and its conditions 1s today, after our ex
perience of psycho-analytical practice, relatively easy. The standards and the
tests of validity of psycho-analytical p1inciples and facts are different from the
ordinary laboratory methods of venfication. The psycho-analyst has no use
for needle pricks, artifical shocks and surprise-lights of the ordinary laboratory.
He deals with life, which in its ordmary course of contacts with the world has
come to some sort of crisis. The facts of psycho-analysis are discovered 1n
a situation of relation between the analyst and analysand, where the analyst is
a person previously psycho-analysed and well conscious of his own conflicts
and fixations, so that he is capable of a dispassionate observat10n and inter
pretation of the patient's facts of subconscious life. Obviously it is the mtimate
knowledge of the human psyche gained by the analyst through lus own ana
lysis which becomes the basis for the interpretation of the working of the other
person's psyche. And Jung is evidently nght when he says: "Even the most
experienced Judge of human psychology cannot possibly know the psyche of
another indrv1dual ; and so he must depend upon good-will, 1.e., the good
rapport with the patient, who has to inform the analyst when something goes
astray? Thus ultumately 1t depends upon the indiv1dual's own deep intro
spect1on and the science of psychology has, so far as the fundamental truths
are concerned, to rely upon corroborative mtrospect1ve reports of the experts.
Yogic experience is pre-eminently an mdividual fact. But it adnuts of co;:-ro
borat1on and that is the test of its validity. The occurrence of this expenence,
undoubtedly, demands more exactmg conditions than any other psychological
experience. But for that reason we cannot discard it. Corroboration and ver1
ficat1on by others is a condition of scentufc truth, which 1s obviously more
determined by social considerations than regard for truth. To be able to verJfy
the findings of Freud, for example, 1t is necessary to relatively develop the
depth of his insight mto the workmg of human n2ture, besides satrnfymg the
objective considerations of observation. Thus a true Judgment possesses
possibility of corroboration, but it may not have been already corroborated.

While there is no doubt that direct experience must constitute the best
evidence of the fact of psychic consciousness, yet there are other kinds of
evidence of an interesting kind which we should also consider here.
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But before we consider these other lines of evidence supporting the fact
of psychic consciousness we must even at this stage consider the relatuon and
value of the fact to the main thesis of this paper. Our thesis is that an 'evolvmg
wholeness', a tendency to a progressive perfection of organisation, is the prin
cipal feature not only of human nature but of organic evolution as a whole. This
progressive perfection of organisation ofhfe 1s more eastly noticeable in the sub
human species, from the amoeba to the ape, in an 1ncreasmng adaptation to and
mastery of an ever more complex environment on the whole. In man, how
ever, the situation becomes changed. Through his power of thought he rises
to an immensely greater capacity of dealing with his environment. But through
development of self-consciousness, which makes thinking possible, he becomes
conscious of deep Inner discords, whose harmonisation becomes the direction
of evolution, as adjustment with and mastery of external reality 1s now found
to be dependent upon seeing through the working of projectuon andachieving
the best economic balance of forces operative within the personality. Now the
yogc fact of psychic consciousness, experienced and enjoyed by spec1al indi
viduals everywhere, to which the yogic, mystic and rehg10us literature bears
wide evidence and which 1s to-day equally well experienceable by pursuing
an mtensive inner discipline of life, comes closely in lme with the fact of general
human consc10usness. The fact, no doubt, occurs under rather exacting condi
t1ons of life, but when once its character 1s definitely ascertained its indirect
effects in general consciousness will become easier to determine. But the
quality of the fact, so distinct and unique, representing as it does a form of con
scousness 1n which the so-called fundamental polarities of the general human
consc10usness are made good, must irresistibly compel our attent10n. The fact by
itself, coming as it does 1n the wake of the divided general human consciousness,
obv10usly becomes the most powerful single consideration in support of the
hypothesis that human nature as also organ1c evolutuon generally presents a
picture of a self-evolving wholeness. In other words, what is basic to human
nature and towards wh1ch rt is tending is a form and status of fully organised
conscrosness in which 1ts present polarities are harmonised and reconciled.
But this tendency to wholeness appears to be marked by the experimental pro
cedure, so that wIthmn the framework of general progress1on 1t becomes possible
for individual men or species m the sub-hum:m level to show signs of fixation,
regress1on or any other form of deviation from normal behav1our.

We wll soon have to consider thus hypothesis 1n comparison with other
ones 1n the field and determine its value. But immediately we shall resume
the consideration of further evidence in support of psychic consciousness to
establish its validity as best we can at the moment.

Among other evidences of the fact of psychic consciousness, besides direct
experience through an intensive inner discipline, is the vast literature of yoga
and of mystic and religious ilfe. This literature has been as yet very little
worked out by psychologists and what the present writer emphasised in his
presidential address of the Psychology Section of the Ind1an Philosophical
Congress in 1937 he would repeat now, namely, that India offers a nch
field of varied forms of religious and cultural lfe and their mutual impacts
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and that a study of them is a unique opportumty for Indian psychologists. Such
study bes1des contributing some original facts to general psychology will also
make a contribution to the general life of the country in promoting mutual
understanding. Now this literature widely bears out that a fulfilled conscious
ness is a reality beyond doubt. While to modern European life the fact of an
aggressive struggling consciousness working by a strained activity is an 1ti
mate fact, to the traditional Indian mind a fulfilled and spontaneously operative
consciousness is a familiar phenomenon. A proper characterisation of this
consciousness is really our task. But as to the fact of such consciousness the
wrIter must contend that there is wide evidence.

Among modern western psychologists practically all the credit goes to
Professor C. G. Jung for the perception that this vast religious and mystic
literature contains invaluable psychological facts and for having conducted and
organised studies of the same. The Eranos Jahrbucher, published regularly
since 1933, contains beautuful stud1es by hmm and others on the subjects of
meditation, contemplation, symbolism, growth of psych1c life or the process of
individuation, etc., etc. The exact subjects to which the discussions of the
first three volumes are devoted are: Yoga and Meditation in East and West,
Symbolism and Spmtual Training m East and West, and Spiritual Traimng in
East and West. The amm and the purpose of this serial publication is well indi
cated by a sentence from the preface of the first volume. The editor, referrmg
to the subject of yoga and meditation in east and west discussed in the book,
says, "It appears to me important that this field of experience which had so far
been considered and treated by individuals or in the form of exercises in rather
small groups, is now being made available to a larger circle."2

Jung's own studies of human personality constitute most daring adventures
m the field of psychology. His methods are empirical. Word-association tests,
which is his creation, constitute a new method in psychology for the study of
personality-difficulties. Further he has collected dreams and interpreted them
and studied folk-lore andmythologies and sought to determine the general trends
of the human psyche. But these methods are rather later developments; to
start with, he was a medical man interested in psychiatry.

Freud's psycho-analysis has, indeed, lent depth to modern psychology. But
Jung's analytical psychology is surely a deeper strand of psycho-analysis. Jung
has not only had the courage and the vision to explore the realm of spiritual
experience of the east and the west, he has also had a width and depth in his
outlook, which have enabled him to perceive the structure of human personality
in a unique way. He shares the feelmg with many other psychologists that we
do not yet possess sufficient data to be able to attempt a consistent theory of
personality, yet he is amongst modern psychologists the one most anxious
to explore personality to its profoundest levels and offer an explanation of the
total phenomena of personality. Now personality is to him not the psycho
physical umty as the Gestaltists consider it. Personality is primarily the unique
organisation of experience. The study of personality, therefore, is the study
of the psyche, which is "the totality of all psychological processes, conscious as
well as unconscious".3 The Psyche is a dynamic system and the totality of force
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acuvating its movements is the psychic energy or Libido. Thus Jung's Libido
is different from Freud's, in the latter case it bemg essentially sexual in character.
The importance of sex was exactly the matter over which Jung at one stage felt
that he could not accept Freud. He recogmses sex as a powerful factor in
personality, he also recognises Adler's 'wll to power' as a force 1n personality,
but he insists that 'the spiritual' appears in the psyche likewise as a drive,
indeed as a true passion. "It is no derivative of another drive but a principle
sui geners, namely, the 1dispensable formative power in the world of dnves."4
Another sentence is further illuminating. Says he, "The polymorphismof prim1
tuve instinctive nature and the way of formation ofpersonality confront each other
as a pair of opposites called nature and spirit. This pair of opposites is not
merely the external expression but perhaps also the very basis of that tension
whuch we call psychic energy.""? 'The spiritual' according to Jung is the ten
dency to synthes1zation, a umque whole organisation and expression. We shall
soon hear more of it from himself.

The above quotation also presents another basic idea of Jungian psycho
logy : the law of inevitable complementariness. Jung discovers that the dyna
mics of the human psyche involve a few fundamental pairs of opposites. These
are the conscious and the unconsc10us, the ego and the shadow, and lastly the
sex and the contra-sexual, which is anima in the case of man and the animus
1n the case of woman The various members of these opposites are no deduct1on
from any principle, they are discovered through an analyucal mvestigauon of
normal and abnormal experience. The conscious and the unconscious are
essentially related, according to Jung, by way of compensation or complementari
ness. Repression is an extreme form of the same relation and is no funda
mental relat10n determinmg the two to each other as Freud would affirm. The
ego is the organised selfhood of an individual, adjusted to carry out its reactions
to the external world. Jung discovers that to the ego there is an opposite polarity
of an alter-ego, an unconscious counter-formation. Smularly a man has an
unconscious feminine amma and a woman a masculine animus. It is neither
poss1ble nor necessary for us to cons1der the evidence, of normal and abnormal
personality or of dreams or of mythology and folklore, establishing these pola
rities. What is particularly interesting to us is his discovery of a fact above these
polarities, which constitutes the centre m the entire dynamics of persona1l1ty.
To thus centre belongs the essential quality of totality and wholeness. To acti
vate this centre and thus re-synthesize the entire material of personality is to
realise the wholeness of personality. This unique centre, which is free from a
counter-polarity, is ascertained by him through an elaborate dream investga
ton, reported originally in an Eranos volume. The study involved four hun
dred dreams of a normal person. Of these four hundred dreams those which he
calls the Mandala dreams are really relevant to our purpose here. The Mandala
symbolism 1s a common fact of Tantra yoga and Lama1sm. It cons1sts of a
variety of forms or pictures, but it always "contains at the centre a figure of the
highest religious significance". Now regarding the Mandala dreams he affirms,
"Indeed they represent-unless I am wholly deceived-a psychic centre of the
personality that is not identical with the '1"6, which is the ego-personality.
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This inference seems to him reinforced otherwise too. For he affirms: "All
the usual little remeches and mechcaments of psychology fall somewhat short
(to explam personality) jUSt as they do with the man of gemus or the creative
human bemg. Derivation from ancestral herechty or from the muleu does not
qmte succeed; inventing fictions about childhood, which is so popular today,
end-to put it mildly--in the 1napproprate; the explanation from necessity
'he had nomoney, was ill', and so forth-remains caught in mere externahties."7

The evidence from dreams of the existence of a centre of personality is
mdeed not very large. Jung, in fact, recogmses that the Mandala symbolism is
represented distinctly in a few cases. But he is inclined to accept the Mandala
as an archetype and affirms that in the rest of the cases it must yet "play the part
of a concealed whole around which everything turns in the last analysis". 8
"Every life is," he affirms, "at bottom the realisation of the whole.''9 However
there is another line of evidence which is highly corroborative. Says he, "As
regards the comparative evidence from history, we are in a more fortunate
position-at least as to the general aspects of the subject. First, we have at our
disposal the Mandala symbolism of the three continents; secondly, the special
trme symbolism of the Mandala, as it developed, particularly in the west,
under the influence of astrology?10 This evidence from history 1s a unique
discovery of Jung and it 1s most interesting to see 1dentical motives expressed
in a variety of symbolisms employed in religious life and even otherwise. These
symbolisms are, according to Jung, the expression of a distinct archetypal trend
of human consc10usness, which is marked by wholeness, harmony and totality.
The centre or the self of personality, expressed in the Mandala symbolism and
in certain dreams andvsions, is endowed with the power of creative transforma
tion; it "acts hke a magnet upon the disparate materials and processes of the
unconscious and, like a crystal grating, catches them one by one".11

The evidence adduced above on behalf of Jung is rather inadequate. But
he believes hmmself to be 'mn a position to offer detailed evdence for his opi
nions'. And he concludes thus : "If we survey the situation as a whole, we come
to the inevitable conclusion-at least in my opinion-that a psychic element is
present that expresses itself through the tctrad. This conclusion demands ne1
ther daring speculation nor extravagant phantasy. If I have called the centre
the 'self', I did so after ripe reflection and a careful assessment of the data of
experience as well as of history." The tetrad refers to four fundamental func
tons of the psyche according to Jung. Jung claims to have devoted twenty
years to the subject and is, for himself, entirely convinced of the existence of
a centre in personality, which when activated would give the quality of
wholeness to personalty.

Indeed, the investigations of Jung are most interesting. They offer a
valuable corroboration of the fact of psychic consciousness m yogi experience.
His approach is different from that of yoga and yet the conclusion is the same.
Of co-Jrse the evidence of this conclusion has only a secondary and a corroborative
force, Inferential as it 1s in character, compared to the direct evidence of yogic
experience. But 1t is a very happy idea of Jung to mvestigate the dreams
of normal men of superior mentality. Freud drew upon pathological data for
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his dream theory as for the rest of his psycho-analytical ideas. An investigation
of the dreams of persons devoted to yoga should yield an interesting testimony,
throwing further light on the deeper workmgs of personality.

3

While Jung's is the best evidence for our purpose in the whole field of
psychology, there is yet some further evidence which has its own contributory
value.

Freud's preoccupation was the neurotic person; and in exploring and
investigatmg the structure of the pathological psyche he discovered certain
basic truths of the hfe of the psyche, which have shown their wide applicability
to human lfe and civilisation. In his researches Freud landed upon many highly
original ideas and he will undoubtedly stand a pioneer in many fields of mvesti
gation. But when we consider his thought as a whole, we cannot escape the
impression that his outlook was much limited by his preoccupation with the
neurotic and the abnormal. Very naturally we should learn fromhim more of the
conflicts and repress1ons of the human psyche than positively of any tendency
to wholeness, fullness and a total living. There are, however, a few sentences 1n
his New Lectures, which are of mterest. While talking of the interrelations
among the ego, the super-ego and the id, he says, "It can easily be imagined, too,
that certain practices of mystics may succeed in upsetting the normal relation
between the different regions of the mind, so that, for example, the perceptual
system becomes able to grasp relations m the deeper layers of the ego and in the
id which would otherwise be inaccessible to it. Whether such a procedure can
put one m possession of the ultimate truths, from which all good will flow,
may be safely doubted. All the same, we must admit that the therapeutic efforts
of psycho-analysis have chosen much the same method of approach. For their
obJect is to strengthen the ego, to make it more mdependent of the super-ego,
to w1den its field of vision and so to extend its organisation that 1t can take over
nev portions of the 1d. Where id was, there shall ego be."1a

Freud does contemplate that certam mystic practices may afford a greater
penetration into the id. However, he is sure that that is what psycho-analytic
treatment aims at. But a final resolution of the polarities of mmnd, even as a
concrete possibility, was out of his conception. A normal average adjustment
between the opposing forces was all that was intended. But do his polarities not
suggest, even necessitate, a possibility of their reconciliation? In fact that seems
to be implied. Psycho-analysis, which has engaged itself so far in raismg the
subnormal to the normal, has evidently the responsibility to consider the question
of helpmng the average normal to rise to higher degrees of inner adjustment and
harmony. Freud devoted all his time to the study of repression. Sublimation
came 1n only incidentally, as a subconscious process of growth. It is definitely
a future responsibtlity of psycho-analysis to find out whether conscious sublr
mation or transformation is possible or not and, if possible, what are the condi
t1ons of its working. The writer has distinctly felt during the last few years of
his occupation with yoga that whereas Freud had devoted himself to the study
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of repression, Sri Aurobindo's principal undertaking has been the development
of the technique of transformation, as a conscious activity, which, however, the
science of psychology has yet to appraise and assimilate.

It is hardly necessary to say here that Jung's perception ofhuman persona
lity is much profounder than Freud's. For Freud the strengthening of the
ego is the objective. Jung finds ego one member of two correlatives and the
growth of wholeness m personality would require a reconciliation of the ego
and the alter-ego, the shadow as he calls it, through mutual interpenetration.
Jung's idea of pairs of opposites and their reconciliation by the activation of the
'Centre' of personality 1s a parallel idea to the conception of the Dwandwas',
the dualities of mental nature, and of the 'Dwandwatita', beyond the
Dwandwas-the spontaneous soul activity of Indian psychology.

(To be continued)

INDRA SEN
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GOD'S ROCKET

(FOR THE LOVERS OF GREAT ADVENTURE)

WHEN on thy mad way
Through the grinmng void,
0 lonely rocket-man,
Truth looks on thee at last,
Stop then and pray,
0 erring asteroid,
That lifted be the ban
Thy Fate on thee has cast.

And on thy lips the golden flute,
Without an atom's fear,
Spread wide thy white love's parachute
Or press the mag1c gear,
And let the divine missile
Free down-glide
Across the Night's magnetic smile
Into the arms of thy Secret Guide.

3I
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THE HEART-STEALER

0, AS I thocght-blank wander in the wood,
He by His heart-bewitchmg melodies

Breaks suddenly mnto my solitude.
0 what intrusion on my dusk-drawn peace.

I from world's bustle broke to escape the wealth
Much-pnzed of hfe's intriguing links to save

My heart, my last-left property, from stealth
Of world to whom I lost my all or gave.

Ah me, this cruel world, there is no place
Where one can tarry mn security

And breathe : even 1n wastes, as on highways,
Shades of His soul haunt for heart's robbery.

This heart, m world my sole companion
With whom I could have a word of consolation,

By the notorious Flute-Player is won,
And led a captive of Hus fascination.

How this Magic1an tosses it about
On pleasure, pain, dehght, revolt, despair,

Attraction, charm, repulsion, sweetness, doubt,
Hurls it a hfeless ball, without one care !

Come someone, counsel this vagabond Heart-Stealer
To leave this underhand sneakmg job, or else

World's vengeance shall be loud, a risk-revealer
Of His much-glorfed aeon1c spells.

0 lift this spell, release me once for all,
Away from bonds I hanker to be free,

Where steals no lmk, no love, no lfe, no call ;
Forsake me or ever make me one with Thee!

HAR KRISHAN SINGH
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HOW, MOTHER ... ?

How shall I serve Thee, Mother, and how please?
Our body with leaden sloth is dull and slow.
With blank inertia as the only trees
How can I make my garden of hope grow ?

No thunder-storm of moving words have I
Nor is my heart a rich pearl-treasury.
Unremed hfe-force is all licentious, free.
Mother, how should I hold it back to me?

A fire is burning in my heart throughout,
Which even the stamp of an elephant fails to dout.
Even in wild winds it keeps its sovereign glow.
How may I tear my heart, its truth to show ?

Thou comest with the speed of flashing light
And vamshest in moments out of sight.
As in the ocean-shell doth pearl abide,
How can I make Thee in my heart reside ?

NARAYAN PRASAD

(Translated by Har Krishan Singh from the Hind)
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POET TO PUZZLED READER

THE water is at the edge of the world and it is the colour of tangarine. A strange
music lingers on the last hill top. There will be no more hor1zons.

The conquest of the mind through our love for that which we do not know.
A face 1n a vision-two grey eyes shining b.ke washed stlver through a sea of
compassion. To stand in worship before a tapestry of flowers and only know
that I am-that your are.

I write of myself. I open my mind and dissolve myself into the words
that are there. They may have little outwardmeaning even as a half remembered
dream has no meaning but the impact of beauty-or terror.

And the torments of the mind, the bewilderment of the way out of our past,
the assault on the sovereignty of the subconscious-how am I to record and
communicate a meaningful express1on of this ? For me this must be expressed
-1t 1s the categorical imperative. ..the response to an up-welling pressure to
map the depths and shallows of my being. It is essential for me to write as I
explore and my writing is in the form of poetry. The meanings are often
necessarily elusive and evade analysts and the readers may feel as 1f they are
entenng a world of new dimensions and no horizons.

No object is as we see it with the physical eye, no truth presents all the
facets of its reality to us. In our relationship to truth and to all obJects we are
as seeds in an apple. How can the seed comprehend the reality which is the
apple ? We have to move into new dimensions of expression and perception
-we have to write, or paint, with no hindrance of reactionary mental forma
tion. Yet nothing is ultimately obscure, for all imagination, however strange
1n 1ts figures and i's flow of thought, is actual and positive truth in a different
dimension of existence. And if we are unable to comprehend precisely what a
poet has said to us then let us have joy, even if imprecisely, m the beauty of
hus work and in the mus1c that will surely pervade hs words regardless of
the meanmgs that they may possess at first reading.

For we are children in a new dawn of a new timelessness. We know that
the image of time is not as it once was. We are told and we believe that quite
common material objects are not as they seem to be, that they are a flowing,
moving mass of atomic and molecular beauty. This applies to the whole of
nature-to the whole of life. What a revolutionary effect this must have on
poetc self-express1on ! The full range of mmnd in spirit is more complex than
ever 1t Was once assumed to be-it has veils that we have never even seen,
let alone ripped aside. And it is into this new world that the artist-seeker is
entering-albeit very caut10usly, for he is indeed on the rim of the world and
is leaning against the very face of time.

I look at my moist hand and, as I look, I have an image of the hand moving
through a leaf of cabbage ... I have erected no barriers before my imagmation,
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I am learning to watch the vagaries of my mind and to know by the magic of
identity.

You may not understand me-it 1s of no mater if you will but attempt to
understand me. Writing must be honest and to be valuable it must rise from
inner experience. This is my vision, this is my experience. It is possible that
my poetry will have different meanings for different readers-as the elephant
to the four blind men so 1s each poem that I write. Only he who knows me can
fully understand my poetry and I do not yet know myself...

ANURAKTA
(TONY SCOTT)



BOOKS IN THE BALANCE

White Roses (Letters written to Huta by the Divine Mother), Published by
Huta, Sri Aurobindo Ashram, Pondicherry-2. Price Rs. 5/- pp. 52.

HUTA deserves the warmest gratitude of all for sharing with them the
ineffable inspiration she has received from the divine words of the Mother ori
ginally written to her. The fortunate disciple has chosen not to keep for herself
alone the Light she has drawn m answer to her heart's prayer and pang while
treading the Path of the Spirit. Each excerpt has its own deep thrill. Here is
manna for those very few who have devoted themselves to the probing of
the Ultimate Mysteries of ths world and the world beyond, while mull1ons
bustle about in pursmt of fleeting and the ephemeral.

The Mother herself introduces the book. Her Introducton runs :
"O ye souls yearning for calm and quietness, let these 'White Roses' drop

upon your heart their petals of peaceful fragrance."
The libery and liberality and the philosophical outlook with which the

Mother treats each of her children are radiant m the words:
"No child of mine can be a zero; 1n fact, each one of my children has his

or her place and special mission to fulfil. I love them all equally and do for
each one what is truly needed for his or her welfare and progress, without any
preference or partiality... "

However, these words throw upon each of the Mother's children
the responsibility of finding out their particular Muss1on and place in Her unique
spiritual set-up. This done, they have to transform themselves into being Her
worthy agents, at least Her worth-while instruments.

The ego-sense is the root of all evil; the highest good can come only by
withdrawing the attention from one's l1muted being and concentrating on the
Divine Consciousness. The 1arm of dwelling on one's ordinary nature-parts
has been so lucidly described by the Mother :

...Human nature is such that when you concentrate on your body you
fall 1ll, when you concentrate on your heart and feelings you become unhappy,
when you concentrate on the mind you get bewildered."

The Mother reveals a supreme secret to those who sink in an abyss of
despair when they get no reply to their letters from Her at the earliest time
possible:

"Do not take my silence for lack of interest or of love. It is in silence that
my action is most powerful."

If there be any divine quality which has no equal on earth, it is humihty.
The supreme Seer mn Sri Aurobmdo sings :

•..Therefore we know by that humility
That thou art God."
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How the DIvme Mother mn her humility wipes herself off completely peeps
through these soul-awakening words :

"There is somedung rmportant that you must understand.
"This body with the bit of Consciousness m it which you ca!l the Mother,

has no power of its own, no will of its own. The Lord alone has the power.
The Lord alone has the will-all is willed by the Lord, ::ill 1s done by the Lord,
and it 1s He alone who can save you from your predicament."

Could drvmne discrimination combined with divine compass1on be better
exemplificd than m the fo'lowing words of the Mother?

"I give orders to those who are per/ectly and totally surrendered, as these
orders cannot be discussed or disobeyed.

"To the others I show the Light and the Truth and gve them advice when
they ask for it, and they are always free to do what they think best for them
selves,

"As for my Grace, Love and Blessing, they are always over all, but each
one avails hmmself of them according to his capacny, receptivity and surrender."

These words will provoke a world of thought and heart-searching m any
sadhaka.

Then there is the categorical affirmation and assurance of the Mother:
"I can tell you that there is in the world only one place where you can fulfil

your aspiration and realise the Divine, zt is here.
"It is well understood that there are difficulties, everybody has dlfficulties,

but nowhere else, as much as here, you can find the help to surmount these
difficulties."

The paper and the get-up of the book is just what one could desire-in a
word, lovely. Everything considered, it is no wonder that w1thm a ftw days
of its publication the book has commanded a large sale.

C. K. G.



THE NOSE

THE most vulnerable part m a man is his nose.
You may tell him that he has a nasty squint, and he will only squint beam

ingly back at you. You may pass critical remarks on the protrusion of hs ch1n,
and he will take the reflection as a compliment to his dogged nature. You may
deplore audibly the absence of his front teeth and he will Just demonstrate the
absence by grinning at you. You may call him a "shorty", and he will suspect
you of covert sentimentality as if you meant "an overgrown baby". You may
make faces at his awkward gait owing to a permanent pet corn, and he wtll do
nothing more than preach you the theory of Reincarnation wluch warns that
those who scoff at "lame 'uns" will be themselves born as such. But dare to
utter a bad word, however unintentional, on the shape and s1ze of his nose, and
he will forget all obligations of friendship or even morality and punch your own
olfactory organ.

Physically, there is no doubt that a hit upon the nose is as painful as a
kick in the solar plexus. The nose is indeed the solar plexus of the face, the
centre round which the other significant features are situated, and bemg the
most prominent of all features it is most likely to come to harm. Not only that;
it is also the most harmable item, for Nature has fasluoned it so delicate that
the slightest impact on it sends convulsions to the entire frame.

An upper cut on the chin sends one reeling to the ropes; a box on the
optic gives one the additional embellishment of a black eye-that is to say, a
chromaric exhibition of the fact that the eye has come to grief, a funereal sign
that the eye has died as a thing of beauty. But there is nothing so humiliating
no less than excruciating as a straight left upon the nose; for then it is that a
man loses hus manhood and seems to himself a creature of an inferior species
-namely, a woman: for it mvoluntarily brmgs water to his eyes, and to all
appearances he is crying even when he may be the toughest of guys.

Thus a catastrophe to the nose 1n the physical sense is extremely regret
table. But it is not so easy to understand why a miscompliment to it should
bring up the beast in a man. Yet the fact is there, sticking out as clearly as
one's nose. Everybody can observe that a man cannot brook an insult to his
proboscis. It may be crooked like a skeleton key or grooved like a corkscrew.
It may monstrously swoop earthward like that of Mr. Punch or ogreishly jump
skyward like that of Monsieur Cyrano de Bergerac. It may be anything, how
ever odd or obnoxious, but 1t must be allowed to rest in silence. No imperti
nences should be uttered. Else the person who, up to then, looks a civilised
bemg, trained m the courtesies of social life, educated as a gentleman to stand
every rebuff of adverse circumstance with composure, loses every quality we
attach to his breeding or status, and dissolves in an inexplicable fit of animal
anger. The civilised man becomes a barbarian.

Now, there is only one thing for which a man will forget himself. There
is only one thing for which a man will even forgive himself for forgetting him
self; and that is his Rehg1on. An insult to his religion will nerve him to commit
any atrocity, if by so doing he succeeds in imagining that he is making a defence
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of it. Religion is to him so intimately interwoven with his being, so sponta
neous a response of his nature to its own questioning cry, that a jibe at it is tanta
mount to a slur upon the most immortal part in him. He wll 1eadiy cast as1de
all laws of decorum, all codes of restrained behav10ur and gentle conduct,
all principles of persuasion and humanity, if he discovers that somebody is
mocking at that which he holds in the highest respect. He will convert his walk
ing-stick of daily routine into an instrument of savage aggression. The lamb
will become a lion, the civilian a soldier, the coward a desperado and the cultured
man a vandal. For the best in him he will evoke the worst 111 lum. For the sacred
he will behave profanely. For the superhuman he will become inhuman. For
God he will play the devil.

Could it not, then, be laid down as a general maxim that whenever we
find a fellow-being manifest the greatest anger and the most unseemly gestures,
we must conclude that he has been touched on his tenderest and most chenshed
spot, that his holiest instincts have been transgressed? Now, a man, when in
sulted about his nose, displays unmistakably the signs of an irascible orthodox
treating an impudent lieretic. It needs an anthropologist bke Fraser to pierce
to the suppressed "Folk-consciousness" of the race to bnng up to light the
lurking motive for this sort of indignation.

Although deploring the absence of deep research in this line, we can still
point to a certain fact as explaining a portion of the strange emotional pheno
menon referred to. In all ancient languages, the word for "soul" is the same as
that for "breath". The Hebrew ruach", the Greek "psyche, the Latin
"spiritus''everywhere the term for "breath'' stands for the livmg self 1man.
Even the Sanskrit "atman" is affined to the Greek "atmos", meaning "vapour",
which turns into the first component of the Engh.sh "atmosphere". In modern
languages too we speak of the breath of hfe. This is due to the immemorial
association of vitality with respiration. To live is to respire; to hve more
ardently is to aspire; to make others live better is to inspire; and to die is to
expire. (We may add, on the side, that to live energetically and strenuously
is to perspire and to live in active collaboration is to conspire.) The whole life
process, its metabolism as well as catabolism, is connected with the act of
breathing. What is more, in Ind1an philosophical disciplines, knowledge of
the true laws of breathing is often the first equipment of the earnest seeker of
wisdom. The Raja Yoga system commences with the art of brath, pran@yama.
And in the Rigveda the Dasa or Dasyu, the enemy of the Aryan God
worshipper, is branded not only as krishr.za-tvak, "black-skmned", but
also as anasa, "noseless"-that 1s, lacking in the breath-power to make the
mantra, the Divine Word of Inspiration.

So we see how important resp1ration is. The eye is frequently apostrophised
as the window of the soul; but 1t 1s more the aperture through which hfe is ra
diated than that throughwhica it 1s collected The eye is te doo:. ·houghwhich
the mind's working is discerned. The nose is the window throughwhich the mind
draws in strength to work. The one manifests life, the other causes 1t. The
nose is, therefore, the most valuable, the most sacred organ of the body. If we
interpret Biblical tradrtuo hterally, 1t is the way by which life first entered man
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when God made Adam in his image and breathed upon him His breath. An
insult to it is consequently sacrilege. To sneer at Jones's nose is to sneer at
Jones's soul. The resentment of a nasal joke is strictly religious and therefore
violent. Only an atheist can bear his nose being joked about.

The nose is really the chief constituent of the facial expression. It is the
one mark by which a man is distinguished from his brother. It is even the
dividing line between one race and another. Thus there is a Grecian nose and a
Roman nose, a Spanish nose and a Saxon nose, a Mongol and an Arab and a
Negro nose. Nobody ever speaks of a Teuton ear or an American mouth.
But the nose-ah ! it is the sign of nationality-it even serves to mark out
the nationality of a people's speech, as when we refer to that mystifying music,
the nasal twang of the Yankee's English. The nose is also the symbol of class
witness the thin nose of aristocracy, the flat nose of peasantry-and the
emblem of physical quality.

A well-formed nose is a gift of the gods (never bestowed); it is just on
account of its high character that it is so rare. Fine eyes are found on every
hand; I knew a bulldog which had the most poetic eyes going, but nobody wrote
a poem to it, as it had the most atrocious of noses. Lips like Cupid's bow are
discovered m persons whom Cupid often passes by because they are sadly
defective in their noses : the bow remains, as it were, helpless for not having
a p.oper arrow to shoot forth from the face. One often sees the finest of
peaches-and-cream complexions with a red blotch of a nose; one oftener per
ceives rose-petal ears like Burne-Jones's Aurora's, but of what earthly use
if the bearers of them cannot present a bold nose to the artist without being
portrayed as satyrs ?

It is quite likely our exceptional wrath at a nasal affront is due to all of us
havmg irremediably awkward noses and our inability to bear the plain truth
being spoken about ourselves. A perfect woman nobly planned is not a bird
visible in any aviary of flaunting females, for Nature always seems to forget
to give her a finely chiselled nose. Somehow the Great Sculptor leaves that
part imperfect. Some inscrutable thought in the Cosm1c Mind leads to a flaw
being put in the breathing organ. Some divine irony is practised in the mould
ing of the nasal protuberance. For, why should everyone's nose be so imperfect
and prove a target for ridicule ?

Perhaps the only proper answer is "God knows!" Or perhaps this organ is
left faulty and vulnerable because it is the most important part of the face, and
there is a decree that the most important should not also be the most lovely.
Perhaps it is intended to carry home the conviction that, aesthetically, the highest
and the best is not necessarily showy; that, philosophically, the good is not bound
to be the beautiful; that, ethically, the most adorning feature bemg past cure
we must learn humility; that, psychologically, the bad nose stands for man's
unexpurgated nature, so as to say, "Lo ! here a lowly creature whose best
elements are subverted." It is the lasting reminder of the Fall of Man. For,
when man fell, he broke his nose.

N. PARKER



Students Section
THE DESCENT OF THE BLUE

ACT 8

SCENE I

(Aurobndo, and the other released, in the dock along with those sen
tenced. Sudhr Sarkar, one of the latter, moves to Sri Aurobndo.)

SUDHIR : Government are holdmg out temptations before us. They pro
mise to take us to Europe or Amer1ca for our educat1on, vth the prospects of
high posts afterwards. All this to have our secrets. What must we do ?

AURO : Thunk of the Mother. Think ofme. We will be always with you.

(The police take away the sentenced ones. C.R. Das takes Aurobindo and his
released companions to his house. His carriages move slowly through surging crowds
on both sides of the streets amidst deafening cheers of JOY and cries of 'Bande Mata
ram.'

The whole family of C. R. Das along with a body of nationalist leaders receive
Aurobdo and his party with loud crzes of 'Bande Mataram' and repeated blowing
of conch shells. Garlands, bouquets and flowers are showered upon the party from
all sdes.

After lunch and rest, whle Aurobndo is sttmng among others in a room, the
younger ones of C. R. Das's house are peeping n. They retire after havng a
long look at Aurobndo from their unseen positions. One of them s accosted by a
group of young men coming towards C.R. Das's house.)

YOUNG MEN : Sudh1, we are coming to see Aurobmndo Babu. Certainly
you have seen him ?

SUDHI : Oh, yes, I have.
YOUNG MEN : Sudh1, Sudh1, tell us, how he looks ?
SUDHI : Go In and see for yourselves, with your own eyes. His looks

have to be seen and not described.
YOUNG MEN: We will. But you give us your own impression, Sudhi.
Sum-II : I found him sitting quiet and unperturbed amidst exuberant scenes

of joy and happmess. He seems to be in his own atmosphere, among all yet
isolated, m-drawn with a distant look, silence mcarnate.

YOUNG MEN (lenced nto surprse, n reverental tone : We will simply see
hum and grve him our pranams and withdraw without any demonstration.

4I
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SCENE 2

(Aurobindo's residence. Sarojin and Aurobindo.)

SAR0JINI : Sejda, Oh that you were here to see how your countrymen, even of
the lowest ranks, showed their heart's love for you by coming to me, singly or
in groups, to make their offerings to your defence fund. Their love flowed in
tears and in sacrifice of their day's earnings. The amounts were mostly poor,
but immeasurably rich in their good will .

AUR0BIND0 : Saro, I was, no doubt, not here to see the touching sight.
But I could somehow sense it from the impact of their love upon me. Look at
the heaps of telegrams and letters on my release. I repeat to you the concluding
lines of what I have written to the Editor of the Bengalee : "If it is the love of
my country which led me into danger, it is also the love ofmy countrymen which
has brought me safe through it."

SAR0JINI (taking the letter from her Sejda's hand and reading aloud):
"To the Editor of the 'Bengalee.
S1r,
Will you kindly allow me to express through your columns my deep sense

of gratitude to all who have helped me m my hour of trial ? Of the innumerable
friends known and unknown, who have contributed each his mite to swell my
defence fund, it is impossible for me now even to learn the names, and I must
ask them to accept this public expression ofmy feelmg in place of private grati
tude. Since my acquittal many telegrams and letters have reached me and the
love which my countrymen have heaped upon me in return for the little I have
been able to do for them amply repays any apparent trouble or nnsfortune my
public activity may have brought upon me. I attribute my escape to no human
agency, but first of all to the protect1on of the Mother of us all who has never
been absent from me but always held me in Her arms and shielded me from
gnef and disaster, and secondarily to the prayers of thousands which have
been going up to Her on my behalf ever since I was arrested. If it is the love of
my country which led me into danger, it is also the love of my countrymen
which has brought me safe through it.

AUR0BINDO GHOSH
6, College Square, May 14, 1909"

SCENE 3

(May 30, 1909. The memorable Uttarpara speech. A gatherng of about ten
thousand people. Aurobindo is profusely garlanded. Michhar Babu, son of Ra;a
Pyari Mohan of Uttarpara, has specially got a garland prepared for Aurobndo,
which reaches to the feet. The meeting is held under the auspices of the Dharma
Rakshuni Sabha, just after his acquittal from the Alzpore Bomb Case.)

AUR0BIND0 (after triumphant cheers from the audience) : "When I was
asked to speak to you at the annual meeting ofyour Sabha, it was my intention
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to say a few words about the subject chosen for today, the subject of the Hindu
religion. I do not know whether I shall fulfil that intention; for as I sat here,
there came into my mind a word that I have to speak to you, a word that I have
to speak to the whole of the Ind1an Naton. It was spoken first to myself in jail
and I have to speak it to my people ... I walked under the branches of the tree
in front of my cell but it was not the tree, I knew it was Vasudeva, it was Sri
Krishna whom I saw standing there and holding over me his shade. I looked
at the bars of my cell, the very grating that did duty for a door and agam I saw
Vasudeva. It was Narayana who was guarding and standing sentry over me.
Or I lay on the coarse blankets that were given me for a couch and felt the arms
of Sri Krishna around me, the arms of my Friend and Lover. This was the first
use of the deeper vision He gave me. I looked at the prisoners in the jail, the
thl.eves, the murderers, the swindlers, and as I looked at them I saw Vasudeva,
it was Narayana whom I found in these darkened souls and misused bodies ...
Afterwards when the trial opened in the Sessions Court, I began to write many
instructions for my Counsel as to what was false in the evidence against me and
on what points the witnesses might be cross-examined. Then something hap
pened whch I had not expected. The arrangements wh.J.ch had been made for
my defence were suddenly changed and another Counsel stood there to defend
me. He came unexpectedly,-a fnend of mine, but I did not know he was
coming. You have all heard the name of the man who put away from him all
other thoughts and abandoned all his pracuce, who sat uphalf the night day after
day for months and broke his health to save me,-Srijut Chittaranjan Das.
When I saw him, I was satisfied, but I still thought it necessary to write ins
tructions. Then all was put away from me and I had the message from within,
'This is the man who will save you from the snares put around your feet. Put
aside those papers. It is not you who will mstruct him. I will mstruct him.'
From that time I did not of myself speak a word to my Counsel about the case, ..
I had left it to hum and he took it entirely into his hands, with what result you
know...Always I listened to the voice within: 'I am guiding, therefore fear not.
Turn to your own work for which I have brought you to jail andwhen you come
out, remember never to fear, never to hesitate. Remember that it is I who am
domg this, not you nor any other. Therefore whatever clouds may come,
whatever dangers and sufferings, whatever difficulties, whatever impossibilities,
there is nothing impossible, nothing difficult. I am in the nation and its uprising
and I am Vasudeva, I am Narayana, and what I will, shall be, not what others
will. What I choose to bring about, no human power can stay.' .. I said, 'Give
me Thy Adesh. I do not know what work to do or how to do it. Give me a mes
sage.' In the communion of Yoga two messages came. The first message said, 'I
have given you a work and it Is to help to uplift this nation. Before long the time
will come when you will have to go out of jail; for it is not mywill that thus time
either you should be convicted or that you should pass the time, as others have to
do, in suffering for their country. I have called you to work, and that is the Adesh
for which you have asked. I give you the Adesh to go forth and do my work.'
The second message came and it said, 'Something has been shown to you in
thus year of secluson, something about which you had your doubts and it is
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the truth of the Hindu religion. It 1s thus religion that I am raising up before the
world, it is this that I have perfected and developed through the RIshis, saints
and Avatars, and now 1t 1s gomg forth to do my work among the nations. I am
raising up this nat1on to send forth my word. This is the Sanatan Dharma, this
is the eternal religion which you did not really know before, but which I have
now revealed to you ...When you go forth, speak to your nauon always this word,
that it is for the Sanatan Dharma tat they arise, It 1s for the world and not
for themselves that they arise. I am giving them freedom for the service of the
world. When therefore it is sard tha India shall rise, 1t 1s the Sanatan Dharma
that shall rise. When it is said that India shall be great, it is the Sanatan Dharma
that shall be great. When it 1s sad that Inda shall expand and extend
herself, it is the Sanatan Dharma that shall expand and extend itself over the
world. It 1s for the Dharma and by the Dharma that India exists' ... I say that
it is the Sanatan Dharma which for us 1s nationalsm. This Hindu Nation was
born with the Sanatan Dharma, with it it moves and with it it grows. When
the Sanatan Dharma declines, then the naton declines, and 1f the Sanatan
Dharma were capable of perishing, with the Sanatan Dharma it would perish.
The Sanatan Dharma, that is the Nationalism. This is the message that I
have to speak to you."

(Exit Aurobndo)

(Some members of the Dharma Rakshin Sabha speak to one other.)

1sr MEMBER : I have attended big political meetings addressed by veteran
leaders. But this meetmg, could I or anybody else preconceive 1t ? A set subject
had been placed before hum to speak on with sufficient time given hmm to think
over it. But you see, how he soared unexpectedly higher over It to another
subject of far-reaching scope and of deep s1gruficance.

2nd MEMBER : Yes, he soared not only above the fixed subject but above
the environment. He made us forget that we were at Uttarpara listening to one
of our invited guests.

3rd MEMBER : He spoke not 1n a human voice and I doubt whether it was
he who spoke.

CHIEF ORGANISER : I agree with each ofyou. I feel strongly that Uttarpara
will go down in history as an obscure point on India's map from which the whole
of India and then the whole of the world will listen to India's godman, speaking
to all humamty. The cadence of his sentences raised waves of power in my
heart. What power 1s th1s ? It looks as f he will leave the political field. But
I feel assured that what India will lose in him as a poltucal leader she will
gain infinitely in havmg him as a dynamic force to create a superior India and a
superior world.
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SCENE 4

(Patriot Krishna Kumar Mztra's residence.)

(Enter afriend ofMrs. Mitra.)

FRIEND (addressing Mrs. Mura) : Sister, a thought has just occurred to
me and I have come to tell it to you.

MRS. MITRA : Yes, I am all ears.
FRIEND : Aurobindo Babu is in your house. The Intelligence Department

knows it. Knshna-da is m detention in Agra Jail. The I. B.'s report, that you
are harbourmg the terror of the British Government m your own house, will
spell disaster. Who knows that your house will not be a centre of the watch
dogs ? For your friends and relations to visit your house will certainly be to
risk themselves. You can never want that your neighbours, friends and
relations should be the objects of the LB. 's attentions. H1rassment of innocents,
I am sure, is the last thing you could think of. Over and above all this, there
is the case of Krishna-da. If he is detamed simply on suspicion, Aurobindo
Babu's stay in your house will confirm it. All this will surely mean his
indefimte detention.

MRS. MITRA (smling) : Now...
FRIEND : Now for your safety and for the safety of all else concerned as

well as for an early release of Knshna-da I should like you to request Aurobindo
Babu to remove to some other place apart from his relations.

MRS. MITRA : I appreciate your good will and your concern for our well
being. But, dear sister, to be on God's earth and at the same time to be in
constant fear of danger to personal safety and personal interest, without behevmg
in His Protection, 1s it not sacrilege? (In a chokang voce) Auro is more than my
Auro. He 1s Mother India's chosen child. If my friends and relations dare not
visit my house, I shall be sorry for them. Mother India needs her children to be
of sterner stuff. If they cannot rise to the occas1on, I repeat, I shall be sorry
for them. But I cannot do otherwise. My heart revolts against the very idea
of seemg Auro off from his beloved uncle's house. And what would your Dada
think of me ? I know him, perhaps, more intimately than anybody else. His
love of truth, h1s love of country are the same in substance and in spirit as his
love for Auro. So, my sister ...

FRIEND : A true consort of a true leader. I feel ennobled by your lofty
stand. I leave you and your darling Auro in the hands of Divine Providence
mn whom you have such flaming faith.

(To be continued)

CHIINMOY



THE POET AND THE YOGI

IT is at times said that a critic, even a successful critic, is a poet who has failed.
Likewise the poet himself is a Yogi who has failed. That is to say, to be a good
and genuine poet one has first to be a Yogi. Is it really so ? Just to prove it a
French priest has even gone to the length of writing a book.1 Of course, Abbe
Bremond has not used the term 'Yogi' but 'mystic' and prayer he adds as the
inherent virtue of a mystic. We can then hold that a Yogi and a spiritual aspirant
who is often called a mere aspirant-on the whole they mean the same.

According to Bremond, a poet is he who has either fallen from the status
of a mystic or has deviated from the path of inner discipline. He is of the opinion
that the fount of a poet's inspiration, insight and feeling is either a spiritual
experience or an experience mclined towards spirituality. But the poet has not
marched forward in a straight line to the original Goal; nor has he even attempted
to give it a shape. After covering half the distance he halts for a time and then
moves on through by-lanes, putting forward the secret experience of his inner
soul in the decorative dress of flowery words. He simply looks upon the expe
rience as something imagmary, dream-like and an object of fancy produced by
the intellect. At last it comes to this that he grows into a poet to the same
extent as he has kept aloof from the path of a mystic. For to proceed on straight
along the path of spirituality is to avoid the by-lanes of poetry, i.e., to extinguish
inevitably all poetry and poetic inspiration.

Let us pin our attention on the first thing first : whether the poet is at all
a Yogi or a Sadhaka and, if so, in what sense. It is not quite uncommon that
in the creation of almost every poet we observe more or less the indication of
something beyond the grasp of the senses, something divine and infinite. The
aspiration of every poet flies to an immaculate realm of Beauty and Truth, to
a world beyond. Milton, Wordsworth and Dante need no introduction in this
field, for they are undoubtedly spiritual. They seriously resorted to spirituality.
But it is strange enough how Shakespeare, whose creation is replete with
nature's scenes and the experiences of man's day-to-day life, says :

With thoughts above the reaches of our souls,

or,

There's a divinity that shapes our ends
Rough hew them how we will.

' Pr@re et Poesie, par 1Abbe H. Bremond (de lAcacemie Franca1se).
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Do we not then feel that Shakespeare's inner soul is in the closest touch with the
Consciousness beyond, far surpassing the earth, and his poetic vision has been
surcharged with some intense superhuman delight ? Even the poets who are
most materialistic, who are averse to any Ideal, who are anti-divine, whatever
may be their outer utterance-are they not the descendants of Lucifer or Prome
theus ? Let us recollect what Baudelall'e wrote about them, about the pangs
of their hearts :

Une Idee, une Forme, un Etre
Partie de l'azur et tombe
Dans un Styx bourbeaux et plombe
Ou nul ceil Ciel ne penetre.

(An Idea, a Form, a Being
That sprang from the blue and fell
In the muddy grey river of Hell
Unpierced by Heaven's seeing.)

In our country also Rabindranath Tagore's name needs no mention. A
spiritual asp1ration pervades his poetic mnspration. It is evident that this spiritual
aspiration 1s the source of his poetic creation. But let us listen to Madhusudan,
the so-called atheist :

Where is the world of the Brahman ?
Where am I, a worthless creature of evil ?
How can I, a mere human,
Enmeshed m the world's illusion,
Like a bird in a cage,
Attain that world of Freedom whose vs1on
Draws the Adept of the highest Yoga from age to age ?

Even at the very commencement of his immortal epic, Meghnadbadh he
invokes Saraswati the white-armed Mother of knowledge. The feeling or firm
conviction is that the Mother of Knowledge is also the giver of liberation. That
is why the poetry that is a help and a means to attain liberation has a special
appeal to our heart.

Of course, there are poets whose creations totally lack spirituality or even
something akin to it. For example, Catullus, of whom Sri Aurobindo says :
"He has as much philosophy in him as a red ant."

A poet like Catullus can easily be put forward to contradict Bremond's
conclusion. Granted, such poets are very few in number, nevertheless they
appear to prove Bremond's conclusion quite baseless. But, as a matter of fact,
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it is not so. The aim of a poet is to create a living thing, a thing of considerable
worth, a thing of beauty and dehght with the help of words. Is not this very
act of his something supernal aspiring for the world beyond ?

The very same truth has been uttered by Vishwanath Kaviraj. The real
form or soul of poetry consists of delight. The delight one gets in the realisa
tion of the Brahman and the delight one derives from one's poetic creation
spring from the same source. Both have an indivisible consciousness of
self-expressive delight. Indeed it is a senous matter that demands our special
attention. Both of them have no relation with outer objects, nor do their self
supporting dehght of consc10usness reckon on things of the material world.
I have already said that the theme of the poet may not be spiritual; even then he
derives from a subtle consciousness all his poetic mspiration.

The author of Sahztya Darpan (The Mirror of Literature) tells us something
profound and significant as regards the spiritual nature or form in poetic crea
tion. The delight of poetry can be grasped neither by impure, lifeless and rigid
qualities nor by restless vtalistic movements ; it is reflected in Sattwic virtues
alone. Hence the poet creates something only after he has been surcharged
with Sattwic qualities. Further, the purpose of reading poetry is to arouse
the qualities of Sattwa in oneself and to move towards our nature's purifica
t1on and emancipation, free from the evil contact of Rajas and Tamas. We
may as well recollect here the similar conclusion the Greek thinker, Aristotle,
arrived at, that a tragedy has katharss, a power to purge the heart. However,
it is doubtful if anybody has raised the greatness of poetry to such a pItch as
Vishwanath Kaviraj has done.

Fundamentally there is no difference between Vishwanath Kaviraj and
Abbe Bremond. The difference that does exist is not about the source of
poetry but about its culmination. According to Bremond, the inner
inspiration of the poet or the source of it is a spiritual experience. He
also adds to it that the poet descends into a lower level of nature the moment
he endeavours to mould his experience into words and tries to give it a metrical
shape without following the straight yogic process, without assimilating the inner
divinity into his entire being; he has spread it out and lost it in the display of
words. So he has to give himself up to falsehood and play tricks. The thmng that
has to be manifested at the cost of his life has been totally exhausted in easy
trifles and meaningless words. He has grown into an artist displaying false
and baseless words instead of becoming an artist of life. In the place of having
a genumne full realisation he becomes enamoured of the visionary illusive crea
tion of a nine-day wonder. He has been fascinated, as it were, by the dance
of the nymphs and has deviated from the real path. It is not that at times the
poet does not feel that his creation is simply a jugglery of words. Strangely
enough, with the help of fruitless words a modern poet proves the worthless
ness of words :

Je suis las des gestes interieurs,
Je suis las des departs interieurs !
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Et de l'heroisme a coups de plume
Et d'une beaute toute en formules !

Charles Vldrac---"Livre d'amour"

(I am sick of imaginary gestures,
I am sick of mental expeditions !
And of the bravery of the pen-stroke
And of a beauty all formulated.)

49

Aristotle's preceptor, Plato, draws our attention to this side of poetry
the illusory charming power of poetry. No doubt, the world of the poet is
charming. But it is equally the world of falsehood. Plato was a religion1st to
the marrow. The main cause of his looking upon the poets with considerable
displeasure is that in their creations -e.g. Homer-the gods have an inferior
nature even to that of a human being. It is an absurdity on the face of it.
Havmg turned falsehood and an evil ideal into a thing of grace and delight the
poets place 1t before man and thus they keep him away from truth, beauty and
bl1ss. ·

However, it cannot be said that in the poetic creation there must be no
illusory power of Ignorance. No doubt, there are poets who have either blurred
their spirituality or eclipsed their inner soul by resorting to poetry. But in that
case we must know that 1t is the poet and not his poetic creation-that is in fault.
It is absolutely a personal affair. If things are to be judged in this light, then
there is not even a single object which does not stand as an obstacle to one's
inner spiritual discipline.

So we cannot at once jump to the conclusion that a poet is he who has either
fallen from the status of a Yogi or who has slipped down from the path of yogic
discipline. Just an example will dispel all doubts. The poets of the Upanishads
were at once seers and yogis in the fullest measure. As the Upanishads are
wonderful in their poetic values, even so are they highly inspiring and soul
stirring in their mantric powers. Here the poet and the seer have become one
and with their mutual help they reveal each other. It is not that vak (speech)
must needs be a covering of or an illusory substitute for truth. It can as well
be the most beautiful and benevolent image of the Brahman as Sound.

Be that as it may, it can never be said that a poet and a yogi are one and the
same, or that there is no difference between the poetic creation and the spiri
tual discipline. To say that they are one is nothing short of an hyperbole. The
consciousness of the poet dwells in the world of speech and this world belongs
to the mental world. The light of the poet's inner soul illumines this mental
world of speech and turns it into a seeker of spirituality. But the field of a
Yogi is more spacious and more objective. He endeavours to illumine the
body and the vital nature with the light of spirituality. The poet can start
doing this work. He may even be an aid to it ; still more, at the end he may
4
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reveal or announce the Victory. But the poet cannot sit on the throne of a
Yogi by dethroning him. Moreover, it is not obligatory that in order to be a
Yogi one must be a poet first. Even if the Poetic Being is a brother to the
Brahman, yet it is not the Brahman in its own form.

NOLINI KANTA GUPTA

(Translated by Mada! from the original Bengali)

THE BALLOON

A LITTLE Negro boy stood watching the balloon man at the Country fair
There were all shapes of balloons in all colors.

Suddenly a red balloonbroke loose, and soared high into the arr until it
could scarcely be seen. So many people were attracted by the sight that the
vendor thought it might be good business to let another go. He let a bright
yellow one slip free. Then he released a white one.

The little Negro stood looking for a long time. Then he asked, "Mister,
if you sent the black one up, would it go just as high as the other ?"

The balloon man, with an understanding smile, slipped the black one
from its place and said, "Sonny, it isn't the color-it's the stuff inside that
makes it rise."

Catholic Digest



THE NOTE OF AFFIRMATIVE REJECTION
IN EMILY DICKINSON

'UNPUBLISHED in her lifetime and unknown at her death in 1886,' Emily Dickin
son stands today in the front rank of American poets. Miss Dickinson wrote
seventeen hundred and seventy-five poems in all, of which only seven were
published in her lifetime, each anonymously. The poems were undated and, with
the exception of twenty-four, untitled. All but one hundred and twenty-three
of the published poems still exist in her own handwriting. Emily Dickinson
was born on December I0, 1830, in a New England where Puritanism was dying
and literature was just coming to life. Her birthplace was Amherst, a quiet village
in the Connecticut Valley ofMassachusetts, nearly a hundred miles from Con
cord. Here she lived a life outwardly uneventful, inwardly dedicated to a
secret and self-imposed assignment-the mission of writing a "letter to the
world" that would express, in poems ofabsolute truth and ofthe utmost econo
my, her concepts oflife and death, oflove and nature, and ofwhat Henry James
called "the landscape of the soul". After two years at Amherst Academy and
one at the Mount Holyoke Female Seminary, Emily Dickinson settled down to
the customary life of a New England village. Many years later a school friend
remembered that she was 'not very beautiful, yet she had great beauties ...
She was exquisitely neat and careful in her dress, and always had flowers about
her. She was one of the wits of the school, and there were no signs in her life
and character of the future recluse'.

If one may trunk of the first decade of Emily Dickinson's adult life as a
period of expansion to the creative climax of 1862, then the remaining years
marked a gradual retreat. Year by year the area of her interests narrowed; year
by year her indifference to the outer world grew more arctic. Now she dressed
only lll white; ventured less and less, and finally not at all, from her home;
saw fewer friends, and, at last, none. The only curious exception was Judge
Otis P. Lord, of Salem, a widower in his late sixties for whom she developed a
passionate love, and whom she even hoped to marry. In these last years Emily
Dickiason tended her garden, baked the family's bread, and watched from
her window the passing show of village life. To her friends she sent gifts of
flowers with gnomic notes and poems which vastly puzzled them. She grew
obsessed with death, and as her friends departed to 'that bare-headed life under
the grass' she condoled with the bereaved m letters that are morbidly curious.
Long before her death she had become an Amherst legend : the woman in
white, the eccentric recluse; the half-cracked daughter of Squire Dickinson.

"As is inevitable for a poet who worked mn solitude and without criticism,
her writing is uneven, sometimes baffling in its concision, sometimes provoking
in its disregard ofrhymes and rules. But at her best she writes as Thoreau wished
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to live-close to the bone, concentrating the very essence of what she saw and
felt in phrases that strike and penetrate hke bullets, and with an originality of
thought unsurpassed in American poetry." (Robert N. Linscott)

"Emily Dickinson without leaving her sheltered garden had drifted
on a vaster stream than Huckleberry Finn ever knew, and her watchword was
like his : 'Trust in the Unexpected.' Sophocles long ago, facing the perplexities
of the human lot, had found no better solution." (Whicher).

"With the exception of Poe there is no other American poet whose work so
steadily emerges, under pressure of certain disintegrating obsessions, from
the framework of moral character. There is none of whom it is truer to say
that the poet is the poetry.. . The problem to be kept in mind is the
meaning of Emily Dickinson's 'deliberate and conscious' decision to with-.
draw from life to her upstairs room. This simple fact is not very important.
But that it must have been her sole way of actmg out her part in the history
of her culture, which made, with the variations of circumstance, a single demand
upon all its representatives-this is of the greatest consequence. All pity for
Miss Dickinson's 'starved life' is misdirected. Her life was one of the richest
and deepest ever lived on this continent. When she went upstairs and closed
the door, she mastered life by rejecting it. Others in their way had done it
before; still others did it later. If we suppose-which is to suppose the
improbable-that the love affair precipitated the seclusion, it was only a
pretext; she would have found another. Mastery of the world by rejecting
the world was the doctrine, even if it was not always the practice, of Jonathan
Edwards and Cotton Mather. It 1s the meaning of fate in Hawthorne: his
people are fated to withdraw from the world and to be destroyed. And it is
one of the great themes of Henry James." (Allen Tate).

One of her most popular poems which throws light on her 'deliberate
and conscious' choice to withdraw from life 1s called The Soul Selects Her Own
Society:

The soul selects her own society,
Then shuts the door;
On her divine majority
Obtrude no more.

Unmoved she notes the chariot's pausing
At her low gate;
Unmoved, an emperor is kneeling
Upon her mat.

I've known her from an ample nation
Choose one;
Then close the valves of her attention
Like stone.

Here is the poem in all its simplicity revealing to us her rejection of the
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world and her preference to live in seclusion. She has a divine majority in her
solitude; though she does not have a social or secular majority. The rejection
of the world 1s conveyed with a coldness in the last lune. 'Valves' 1s mechanical 5
'like stone' conveys a sense of finality. 'The chariot's pausing at her low gate'
has a reference to a small incident in Emily Dickinson's life. Emerson came
to Amherst to lecture at the request of a half dozen young men "determined
upon varymg the monotony of the hard times by something that should remind
us that we have rmnds and tastes too as well as pockets". He was entertained
by the Austin DIckmnsons. Mrs. Austin Dickinson was all praise for the sage
and she remarked : "in conversation the sage was not at all frightening :
he turned his gentle, philosophic face toward me, waiting upon my common
places with such expectant, quiet gravity, that I became painfully consctous
that [ was I, and he was he, the great Emerson." In her elation and conscious
ness that she was she, the young lady forgot to record the fact whether Emily
Dickinson attended the lecture and sat before the fire withEmerson afterwards.

ThoughEmily rarely appeared in public, she had not entirely renounced the
world. In the autumn of that year, she had been named one of the judges of
'rye and Indian bread' at the annual Cattle Show. Could she have watched
Emerson come and go, only a house away, and contented herself with what her
family could report of him ?

Unmoved, she notes the chariot's pausing
At her low gate ;
Unmoved, an emperor is kneeling
Upon her mat.

After he had gone she wrote : "It must have been as ifhe had come from where
dreams are born !" which sounds as though she had not shared her sister-in
law's privileges. But we cannot be certain.

In speaking of country walks Emerson had said: "Good neighbours have
the manners of trees and animals, and if they add words, 'tis only when words
are better than silence. But a vain talker profanes the river and the forest, and
is nothing like so good company as a dog." Five years later Emily paraphrased
Emerson's saying when she told Higginson (her friend) that she avoided the
company of men and women because 'they talk of hallowed things, aloud, and
embarrass my dog'. So we are left in "tantalizing uncertainty" (Whicher).
Still it is relevent to the pomt that she was aware of the fact that Emerson had
the social and secular majority ; and she was satisfied with her divine majority,
and closed her attention to the outer world.

(To be continued)

C. SUBBIAN



THE MOTHER WITH A CHILD :

SRI KRISHNA AND STAMP-COLLECTION

I WAS then only six years old. Being fond of music, I used to attend all the
music performances in the Ashram.

Quite a few people used to say that they had seen Sri Krishna's figure during
these performances. Childish curiosity got the better of me. I became anxious,
almost crazy, to see Sri Krishna.

So one day I got a chance to tell the Mother about it. I told her, "I want
to see Sri Krishna. People say that they can see his figure. When they can
see him, why can't I ? I also must see Sri Krishna."

"You have to do a lot of meditation to see Sri Krishna," replied the Mother.
That night, after my dinner I went to bed very early. It was just after

7-30 p.m. I sat cross-legged on my bed for more than two hours, quietly
meditating and trying to think of Sn Krishna and see him. It was near about
IO o'clock when my mother came and told me to sleep.

Next morning, as I went to the Mother, I told her that I had meditated
for over two hours the previous night but had not seen Sri Krishna. "You
told me that I could see Sri Krishna if I meditated, but I did not see him."

The Mother laughed. "Suppose Sri Krishna comes," she asked, "what
will you do ?"

"I will exchange stamps with him," I replied.
"But Sri Krishna does not know how to collect stamps."
"I will teach lum," I answered in my sincere innocence.
And how the Mother laughed !

Reported by HAR KRISHAN SINGH
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A LITTLE of meditative introspection reveals that a pure and profound love with
its harmonising will is constantly at work in the marrow of existence. And this
power is responsible for keeping the world-play intact. But for it the world
would have perhaps been shattered into fragments under the disintegrating
shocks and destructive blows which have been inflicted on it ever since the
beginning of history. In fact, dispute and discord are in the very texture of
terrestrial nature. It is as if the whole earth and air were vibrant with the
pulsation of this force. We see that the domain of its action is not restricted to
the sphere of subhuman type only, it has extended its sway even up to the level
of the civilised man of to-day. So scholars, prophets, statesmen and leaders
are no less affected by its influence than wild animals, barbarous tribes, inno
cent children and aimless vagabonds. But, indeed, there is variation, at least
in appearance, in the nature of its germination. The quarrel between two
hawkers in the street can in no way be compared with the difference of attitude
and action between two or more disputing persons of position. In the former
case it is perhaps a question of interests among the insignificances of life and in
the latter it is the problem of duty and dignity, ifnot the conflict for power and
domination. But at times eruption takes place and molten lava comes up from
the cavern of the disputants' heart, with a dark, destructive and poisonous
vapour, and covers the sky with a frightful sight. The nature of all is exposed
and the same picture is found within the small and great, the learned and
illiterate.

Now the question is : since war is no longer perhaps a biological necessity
in man as in animal, is such a turn of events with the growth of such a picture
inevitable ? Cannot the circumstances be changed into a happy and delight
ful life on a durable basis ? Seen from a particular angle of vision it appears that
probably this cannot be. But in order to be definitively proved with positive
reasoning the assumption demands a lengthy study and research specially in
the fact of struggle for existence, which 1s beyond the scope of the present
observation. What can be pomted out here is a negative evidence of facts. If
the circumstances could have been changed, why then is the history of humanity
strewn with the records of warfare through and through ? Not only that, my
thology speaks to us of war even amongst the gods. So the natural tendency
is to conclude that struggle and conflict are an mseparable adjunct of life, and
a permanent state of living without them is perhaps impossible. But the
question crops up : What then of the long cherished ideal of a golden age or
satya-yuga and the ultimate purpose of Love which secretly works within each
object and in all beings ? What of that spark of soul which burns deep within
and shows with its unfailing light the way towards sympathy, synthesis, rhythm
and harmony-that eternal and original delight of bemng which emerged by
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breaking the walls of separation set up by ego and ignorance, preference and
partiality, and which gives full recognition and response to the prophetic
words, "The realisation of human unity through the awakemng m all and
manifestation by all of the inner drvmnuty which is one??1

No doubt the possibility of this emergence depends on a great deal of spiri
tual effort, practice and perseverance. To come in contact with one's real
'I' one has to penetrate, as it were, the crude region of one's nature wlnch
spreads out wrath and fury, jealousy and hatred and, above all, the motives
of falsehood, hypocrisy and selfishness. Still it is also an undenable fact
that the urge towards thus penetration and perfection is an immensely
powerful and eternally active phenomenon in human nature. And once this
realisation 1s attamed one no longer remains a puppet mn the hands of wayward
forces but becomes what one essentially is. So it appears that we are not only
what we apparently are, but what we ought to be, and that is our true personality.
But to describe what this personalty is like is a very difficult job. The fol
lowing lines from Rabmranath Tagore may help us have an idea of its true
character:

"What it is in man that asserts its immortality in spite of the obvious
fact of death ? It is not his physical body or his mental orgamsation. It is that
deeper unity, that ultimate mystery in him, which from the centre of his
world radiates towards its circumference; which is m his body, yet transcends
his body ; which is in his mind, yet grows beyond Ins mind ; which, through
the things belonging to him, expresses something that is not in them ; which,
occupying his present, overflows its banks of the past and the future. It is the
personality of man conscious of its inexhaustible abundance. "2 The Upani
shads speak the truth thus :

"gzaa aa fanfareqi 4rsr aa qe+a frnf
gr ggt aReufa# a qfa?a ffga ·arr"

"Vast is That, divine, its formunthinkable; it shines out subtler than the subtle :
very far and farther than farness, it is here also in us, for those who have vision
it is here, even here in thus world ; it is here, hidden in the secret heart"

But to have an idea of the truth and the actual attainment of it are two
different affairs. While we can get the former with the help of our mind, the
latter requires an altogether different means of approach. Let us listen to the
voice of aspiration towards this approach from the lips of Sri Aurobindo in the
following lines. "...when you break my earth and release the energies; when
you turn my pride mto power in your hands and my ignorance into light, my
narrowness into wideness, my selfishness into a true gathermg together of forces
in one centre, my greed into a capacity of untiring search after the truth for the
attainment of its substances, my egoism into the true and conscious instrumental

1 The Mother
2 Personalty
" Mundaka Upan1shad.
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centre, my mind into a channel for you to descend, my heart into your hearth
of pure fire and flame, my life into a pure and translucent substance for your
handling, my body into a conscious vessel for holdmg what of you is meant for
me; then, 0 Mother of Radiances, my aim in life now and hereafter will be
fulfilled in the true and right and vast way. Aspiration wakes in me. Achieve
in me all that I flame for."1 Let us not fail to appreciate that this aspiration is
not confined to any individual being. It is pronounced on behalf of the whole
manifested nature which strives to return towards its goal, to achieve 1ts ful
filment. It is the call of the flute of the divine flute-player and a tongue of flame
of the mystic fire.

We have seen by now the two sides of existence: one, division, hatred,
competiu.on, conflict, death; and the other, co-operation:, love, peace, harmony,
life. But no definite reply has yet been received as to whether war will
reman as a permanent factor and, if so, which of the two powers in the long run
will hold a dominating influence: light and creation, or darkness and
destruction ? At the present juncture of human history the question is of
immense importance and deserves a deep-sighted treatment. It seems that the
entire issue rests on the goodwill and efficient handling of the world situat:1on
by the guardians of the world's peace, security and liberty. As for ourselves, we
are not competent enough to say anything on the matter except in the form of
some quotations from prophetic and mystic minds. In connection with the
disharmonious condition of the world Sri Aurobindo says, "War and violent
revolution can be eliminated, ifwe will, though not without immense difficulty,
but on the condition that we get rid of the inner causes of war and the cons
tantly accumulating Karma of successful injustice of which violent revolutions
are the natural reactions. Otherwise there can be only at best a fallacious period
of artificial peace. What was in the past will be shown still 1n the present and
continue to return on us in the future" Again, "So long as war does not
become psychologically impossible, it will remain or, if banished for a while,
return?

But let us not be disappointed at that. The means of remedy and the
words of hope are also there in his sayings, "A cosmos or universe is always a
harmony, otherwise it could not exist, it would fly to pieces. But as there are
musical harmonies which are built out of discords partly or even predominantly,
so thus universe 1s disharmonious mn its separate elements-the individual
elements are at discord with each other to a large extent; it is only owing to the
sustaining DIvmne Will behind that the whole is still a harmony to those who look
at 1t with a cosmic vision. But it 1s a harmony in evolution in progress-that is,
all is combmed to strive towards a goal which is not yet reached, and the object
of our Yoga is to hasten the arrival to this goal. When it is reached, there
will be a harmony of harmomes substituted for the present harmony built
up on discords."4

1 The Hour of God
Go> > WVar and Self-determnaton
" Letters of Sr Aurobndo, Second Sr1es.
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But so long as that condition remains unattained what should be the atti
tude towards the upheavals of sudden upsetting circumstances ? Here is Sri
Aurobindo's answer to that-"There is a higher secret Will transcendent
behind the play and will of the cosmic forces-a play which is always a mixture
of things favourable and things adverse-and it is that Will which one must
wait upon and have fiuth in; but you must not expect to be able always to
understand its working."1

CHUNILAL CHOWDHURY

1 Letters of Sr Aurobndo



SANSKRIT SIMPLIFIED

LESSON X

I.

Visarga Sandhi takes place when, under certain circumstances, a visarga
is followed by a vowel or a consonant.

Rule I. Visarga followed by '<{ or is changed to byzor;to,by
T Or to •
' ' '
rt--(?) r: a azo: ara eta, fra: ~!=r.ili:l:l®Stqfo:,

() : ±ta_uet, r: zag:=gag, fr: rft.
ffSC41Solfw.ft (rare).

( ~) iffl': tf=~, wnt: ~=~, iffo: cerq=•lfofEcl+( I
' ' ' '

Rule 2. Visarga followed by ~' 'l, ~' is optionally changed to a,
respectively.

am: frata or fsraz, art: qzor dlMllSci<;_, g-: ~ or ~a«f&<fct.
Rule 3. f.m.T, preceded by at and followed by at or a soft consonant

(its rs), is changed to '3' which with the preceding at becomes aft.
thus at: + at = aft + at = ans, at: + 't.W{ = aft -]- itq....

Examples: :=Rtz=lsz (byaaft rule exception in Lesson IX),
cfi: atN=ifil atfq=ifilsfq' I ct: 31'41i = lITT 31'41i = lITTSlffl' I' . '
ar: ·of = Tl +sofa ea: ?a.=at @a: 1 z: fer gt

f@rt

Rule 4. frri, preceded by at and followed by any vowel except at, is
dropped.

Examples : cti: vr: = n za: ga: qt: =
srrtsfa

N.B. Vowels, brought together by the dropping off.m.T or any consonant,
do not coalesce, i.e., undergo m.

Rule 5. fa«ii, preceded by 31'T and followed by any vowel or any soft
consonant, 1s dropped.
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Examples : aTat : 3TT4T: = a1aT 31TT: feat: sitsra: fan sitsra: t

q<ffif: ~~l['r: = q'<ffiT ~~l['T: 1 ifrffi: w-~ = ifrffi W-,fl'n:f 1 ~: .,.- =~.,..,
Rule 6. f.mlt, preceded by any vowel except 31' or a:n, and followed by

any vowel or soft consonant, is changed to \·
lf~--~: 3TT9..llt: = 3TT: = ~~9-.llt: I ii'U: ofTffl =~ ofTffl = ii'U-o o, 0 0 o ... O

Uffl I w~i:ft: mi-mt = w~fcimffi I i!l:f~: <f~: = ~~Uo: I
N.B. \ followed by \ 1s dropped and the preceding 31', t or~ short is length

ened, other vowels remainmg unchanged.
e.g. g aa = Tff ~ I gf: a = fz za zgt rt g: a:

=~~ ~: - ~~ ~5e: 31'~~: ~MTf.t = 31'~~ wTTA - ~ wTTA I

EXERCISE

(a) Effect~ in the following:
• a: ?la: ?a:t • er: rat • aa: : • zT: aat

iffcfffi: «. qrra: ~ I ~. ~: ~: I 1.9. iiflf: ~ I t. ifl!U!
f.fi'f•lf"1'ct: I • 4IT: rfkaar:1 ?o. 7a: qa:1 ?z. Raso: Prfar: t,.
• gr: g: t .q&: or:t z. fro: sf: ?«. tr <g;:t

~~. gl[': 3l'fif: I ~1.9. it: cfT efi: cfT t &. n(fa: sTa:1 • raga:
n13:1 s. 7g: <rg: za tr • mrf: zrt: • a rt
3. RR: za nu: a z. rrr: arat: I

(b) Undo the m.ct in the following :
~. lf ~U '+l<ffi'! I ~. ~ ~ I ~. clfl'ffl iflftff: I ¥. ~l.TT;'°if~fQf I

«. rt f.T:m:@ I ~. cfi! ~ I \.9. ~;:ft ~: I l.9t. 4114-:i'iHf.fi I • zaa:
~ o. !iffi<lil~ I ~ ~. efi'Twl ~@ I ~ ~. 31'-:llf r.ftsflf I 3. git -'l't:I'@ I

g.si z<a:t «. fas«cm: ~~. lfc'l'ffifT: I ~1.9. <l'i!~~ •
3l'ffi~ I ~~. i@ ~ I ~o. mi:fl~: I ~~. itt5i!l:'! I • zs@:
~~. STM-:l@l':il: • wraatsi smR: I

, l~--ti. ;::i-. ro. this, he, she, it, in all numbers.' ,.

~-ti. ~,-.....' ,.
ST. ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~
&-. ~~ ~ '{iff.J ~ ~~ ~'
"· 31'~-'I' ~ @fir: 31';;.f Tr3211q qfi:~ ,. '
,:f. ~ ~ tp-'1.4': ~ sr-7 qzz:
q. 37Ta 3TT+zT qr: 3/a 3l'T+lf ft:I' tp-'1.4':

' ' '
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"· ~ ar.=n:it: ~ ~ ar.=n:it: ~~- rf ar.=n:it: ~ amif'! af,illl: ~

~-~.
'

sr. z zR TT:
fa. zmrz zR TT:

~- ar,:rtTT 3rr+at arrn:r:
~ amm'!'q'. ~ am:i:r:

q, 3TIT: 3TT+TT am:i:r:

"· 3rT: ar,:r;it: rrar~- ~ 3,.\'T.O' : erg

N.B. In the masculine and the neuter, from atar to rat, r, arr and g
serve as the base in the singular, dual and plural respectively. In the feminine
ar, arr and arr are the base in the three numbers respectively.

It may be noted that the neuter forms from~ toat are not drlferent
from the corresponding masculine ones. The dual forms of the neuter and the
feminine, too, are the same.

Study:
r. This river is Ganga.
za rt rsr zf

2. We study in this school.
srri qrstarai azi tfol'lf: I

3. We lived in this city.
aaq fa ? zaaT

' '
4. Birds sit and sing on these creepers.

erg aTar am: sqfarf#a asfa a I
5. He gave these books to these girls.

a: mt: arr: zrf gararf raga
6. From where did this man bring these fruits ?
sr gos: zmfr srR ma: naa? (rr-rua)

7. Rama fought with these demons.
~nt: ~: -m:r: ~~ 1 (~-"· arr. to fight)

8. By these means, this person got money.
@fir: sqrt: ri Ga: er ra I (~-~-arr.to get, acquire etc.)

9. I work with these two hands.
~~ ~ m ~~'
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10. I went to that garden for these flowers.
rrnr; mm, araa a ge 37cg'-iii .. -. 3...,T""'I -·\!,·:.., ' ' '

For more practice, see Lesson IX, Article 4. Study. There you will find
the pronoun ~- You can replace it by the pronoun t~ and do the same
exercises.

st: qs

'{NollT ffl aR sci rrfra
a: qrorau?a air fritz&" ,.

ariqaa:.qfra on earth (qfrtqtearth), if three, w=nf;:r
C. ' C. C.

gems, sa, water, offll!, food, gnrfra a beautiful and enlightening poetic
stanza complete in itself; ~: by fools or ignorant persons, qr"I 101<.c1os'!,
on pieces of stone ( q'flTIUT-4.stone--~--1- .f. piece, fragment), ~-ffifl
the name 'gem' (~-.:r., gem, m-rn. name, consciousness). ~ is
bestowed, given.

'!NollT ffl arR (fr) 1 Ga, , rfsa (a <fa ear rmrfr)
qr«rora@g q&: (qa) «aim (aar) frtta (la)

Translation :
There are three (real) gems on earth :they are 'water', 'food', and a 'beauti

ful poetic verse'. It is (only) by fools that the name 'gem' is given to (mere)
fragments of stone.

z#ta: ¢
f@sf a uraa qRcei git
3Ta ararf taramaltsf aaar: u

rziqa@a:--a (do) not, fgsfa hate, have ill-will and enmity, l'f not
araa beg (ura-.q. an. to beg. c.b. lj'r,:f, F.b.~), ~-~ censuring
of others (~-other-f;:r,qr-rn. censure, blame, defamation), .f not, f<ffi=
f do (fl-to do, make, F.b.as), agar: uninvited (rr-ma, uncalled,
uninvited), l'f not, and, an-~-3TI1T~ come (an-lll-2.P. to come);

by that, on account of that, for that reason, of::i+fR': stones (am-j.
stone) rf even, 2aa: deities, gods.

(rmra:) r fgsfr, ara, qRwai g, sagar: a a sratfa; a
(anra therefore ?) rm: ?aa: (afa)

Translation :-
Stones hate not, nor beg, nor speak ill of others, and do not come (to our

place) without being called (invited). It is for this reason that they are installed
and worshipped as deities (in our temples).
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<>1f@f.1f<t1+i ~~ ~~~
1<Et<ic4('ii1Rctl ~~ I
fefa uf tear zrrar iar«
aaf a t1Giliil+l1 'iil ffl af

0

tll4R6@ct:--amra-~~ equal to the black mountain {amra black
fttft-4. mountain~ equal to), ~ be, may be, ~ ;:r. ink, soot,
~-qrll in the ink-pot in the form of the sea {~--ti. sea--tmf_.,.,

0 0 0

pot, vessel), ~~-q"(-mffl the branch of the wonderful tree of gods {~-'!·
god----('lq-1. tree-cf( excellent---:mffl ~,. branch),~=~-m. pen,
~ -;:r. a sheet of paper, leaf, letter, rn-ro. earth; Rafa writes,
tfR if, ~ having taken up, taking up, mm Goddess ~ITT, tlq'4\ R-54!
all the time, for eternity, aft even then, Et<I' thy, T'fFIT'! of (divine) quali
ties, {r O Lord ! arc the furthermost limit, ;:r ~ does not reach.

uf frsmar sfaaRRai ass na, garanr fat (era), sf ("t)
ri (); af (a) mar (a mi) ygtar «iara faf, aaf (z) {r!
(m) Et<I' 1!_1Jfli'ff qrt i\' ~ I

Translation :-

Even if the (whole) sea is converted into an ink-pot by dissolving the
black mountain in its water, even ifa (wearless) pen is made out of the heavenly
tree of the immortals, the whole surface of the earth is used as a sheet of paper
and even if Goddess Saraswati with all this material goes on writing for all
eternity, still O Lord ! she can not exhaust thy glory. (lit. reach the other
side of the ocean of Thy glorious:qualities).

nqtf«as aatask a:er #tqi
;;rm« .,c4'11f<fflcfi !fml~ ~ ~ mir I-%tlcfTif ~f<-..¾-i ~~ ~ "t '3.cffilqfw
Rora +tqarfr?t fasraa +tqaazrf:' ~ ~
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riqac@a:--mat -fa mark on the forehead made with musk (at
--ro. musk-fuW'fi-1• .f. mark on the forehead made with some fragrant paste)
~a--~ on the expanse ofthe forehead (mm:-.J. forehead sa-. expanse,
plank), cf&t:m on the bosom (ar--. chest, breast-r--r. place),st
the diamond or gem obtained when the Ocean ofMilk was churned. (tgr
-j.), rt-srt on the tip of the nose (;;mr-ro. nose-anr-.J.tip), +a-ntfa
a fresh pearl (,fcf-new-inf!fficfi-.f. pearl), ~~~ in the palm of the hand (~
--j. hand a-. surface, bottom), avg flute?-j. flute, bamboo), m? on (the
wrist of) the hand, ngr -bracelet (gr-j. • bracelet), a-srs all over
the body a:rw-.f. body, limb), zfaaa sandalwood paste (zfaa--r. j. a kind
ofyellowish sandal-wood), g-fa very pure, mve on the neck (cfi'Go-1· neck),
...- and, ~<fflT-3TTcf~ pearl-necklace (~-rn. pearl 3TTcffw--m-ro. necklace,
string), fil..~ having, putting on, wearing, holding, ffi~-fw:r: beloved of cow
herd maidens (l'ITT'-cowherd-cf~-~T. young lady-fSflf: beloved) ~ is
victorious (Ra.-Rs-. • to be victorious-c.b. f.r-sflf, F.b. f<f~), iflq'fw-¥
llM: the crest-jewel of the cowherds. (iOlTTw-1. cowherd, "!_~-~T. crest,
i:rrir-'f. jewel).

a1as# sq@fas Ra7a, re:er hi fa7a, rt? aataa; Ra7a,rn :
a ai fra, m? ngmrfr, rats gf zgfaca fr7a, mv a mar
af fr7a +itaa[rt: +turaasrf: (tg:) fwua

Translation :-

Victorious is (Lord Krishna), the beloved of cowherd damsels, the crest
jewel of the cowherds, having on his expansive forehead a ti/aka mark ofmusk,
with the diamondKaustubha (dangling) on his breast, with a new pearl (ring,
on the tip of his nose; holding a bamboo flute in his hand, wearing bracelets on
his wrist, with his whole body besmeared with purest sandal-paste, and with
a pearl-necklace bedecking his neck.

PUJALAL


